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NO. 25

El ENTERTAINS COLLEGE PRESS TODAY, SATURDAY
Propose New
union Set ,;, up I
Student Body to Vote Next Tues- 1
day on Pro·p osed Document; i
Would Change Present Sue- 1
cession to O_ff_ic_e Clause.

IIllinois

Journalists to Assentble
Here .for Annual Convention

We know it isn't the orthodox thing to do, but we want to
extend a genuine twenty-one gun salute to delegate members
of the Illinod.s College Press association. 1So here goes: BOOM,
BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM,
BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM,
BOOiv.I:J BOOM, BOOM! Wait, we 've missed one, so BOOM!

I Women's League Head Program Includes

Talks, Displays., Social Events and Special Meets; C. C. Clayton to Be
Featured Speaker.

,,______________________________,
J

Henderson Speaks

Eastern Salutes You, ICP A Delegates!

I

Greet Year Books

A student-faculty committee, appointTo what is hoped will be the
ed by Joe Henderson, president of the
Men's Union, has drawn up a n ew congreatest edition of an Illinois Coistitution which college men will ac~
lege Press convention in history,
cept or r eject at a meeting of the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + " ' ! "
-Eastern State and the Teachers
Union to be held after chapel on TuesI The annual spring orchestra conCollege News are welcoming deleGraduation Program
day, May 4.
cert will be given by the College
gates from 28 Illinois ooHege
Only one article of the constitution
orchestra Wednesday evening, .May 6,
papers today. The annual twoIs
Announced
has been essentially changed, that no
at 8 o'clock in the Gollege auditorium.
doubts will arise in the minds of the ,
The concert will be conducted by R.
day meeting opens this afternoon
Early last week President R. G. W. Weckel, director of bands and ormembers as to the succession of the
a t 12 :30 an d cI oses t omorrow a t
Buzzard
completed
arrangements
2
vice-president should the pres~dent
.
.
f th hestras.
p. m., Saturday.
or
gra
ua
mg
exercises
o
e
d
t
f
elect withdraw from school.
college with selection of speakers
The concert will open with the
A ske·t ch of the program :rePresent Clause Questioned
for baccalaureate and commence- Overture to Norma by Bellini.
The
Veals the following features:
This fallacy in the present const itument services. Dates for the events opera is seldom heard, but the overFriday-12 :30 p. m., registrar
tion necessitated a second election last
are May 31 and June 1, respective- ture is still quite popular with contion in main hall; 1 :30, welcome
fall with the withdrawal from college
ly.
cert audiences.
by President R. G. Buzzard; 2 p.
of Gerald McNeal, the 1935-36 presiRev. Fr. John A. O'Brien, Ph. D.,
The featured symphony number 12
M;ARY ALICE HARWOOD
m., talk J()n "Civil War Newsdent-elect.
The first
amendment,
LL.D., director of the Newman in B Major by Franz Joseph Haydn.
papers", by Glenn H . Seymour of coladopted in May, 1932, has been dropped
Foundation, University of Illinois This is one of Haydn's less common .f1.6.•
U
lege faculty; 2:45, special m eetingsfr om the proposed constitution.
It
will speak for baccalaureate at symphonies, but is technically better . lY.llSS naTWOO
S
year book division featuring display
granted power to the president to ap7:30 p. m . Mr. O'Brien is widely suited to school orchestras. The first
and talk by Joe Todd of the Indianpoint a nominating committee.
known for his work at the uni- movement opens with a Largo move~olis Engraving Co.; news reporters
"Arti:cle IV - Officers" of the presversity. He is considered an excel- ment of 16 measures followed by an
with Charles Lane as discussion leader;
ent constitution merely states that the
lent speaker.
Allegro vivace in Sonata form. The
--Lee Lynch, Charleston Courter, speaker;
other officers of the Union will be apFrancis G. Blair, A. B., Ed. D., second movement is an Adagio in Five Candidates Entered in WO'- Spor ts writers, J asper Cross, Gar bonpointed by the president. It does not
state superintendent of public in- three-fourths time and the theme is
men's El~ction Tuesday
dale Egyptian, discussion leader; 4 p.
definitely state that the vice-president
struction
for
28 years, has been ob- carried throughout by the first violins.j
m
., tour to Camp Shiloh.
shall succeed the president upon his
tained to give the Commencement The third movement, Menuetto, is a
By Frances Durgee
Evening - 6 :30, annual banquet,
withdrawal from college.
address Monday morning at 10 lively dance form with a beautiful,, Mary Alice Harwood, a sophomore, Pemberton Hall, !Charles C. Clayton,
Would Change Nominating Rule
o'clock. Mr. Blair taught at East- trio in which the first clarinet and will be . president of .th e Women's ' assistant city editor of St. Louis Globe
"Amendment I " in the present docuern many years ago. He was head j the first violins play a duet. The League I~ 1936-37, h avmg been d~- Democrat, p:t·incipal Sjpeaker ; 9 p. m.,
ment states hat a nominating comof the Training school during that Symphony closes with the fourth clared .wmn er over !our other cand1- dance in college audit~riurn.
mittee appointed by the president shall
time.
movement marked Finale and in I dates m an electwn held Tuesday
e aturday - 9 a. m .. breakfast on
select candidates for the presidency for
Rondo form.
' morning after chapel.
campus rfor all delegates; 9:45, talk
he ensuing year. The proposed docuAfter the intermission the orchesother candidates were: Gladys Wat- and display by Charles L. Allen, direcment states that a nominating comtra will play the three dances from kins, a junior; Isabel Larimer, a sopho- tor of associa1,ion ; 10:30, special meetchosen by popular petition.
'Henry the VIII" suite by German. :o;;; ~utdh Clapph a junior; and Violet ings-year book division, newspaper
"All men of the college are urged to
.These are the Morris D
th
c ar_an , a sop omore.
editors, business managers;
11 :30
ance, Torche 1 I n an m
· t erview
·
f or th e N ews-, M'1SS Players one-act jproduction; .Resoluread the proposed constitution and atShepherd's Dance and the
tend he meeting to be held May 4, ~o
Dance The progr' am .11 1
'th Harwood said she planned to sponsor . tions committee; 1 p. m ., farewell
vote its adoption or rejection," states
·
WI
ose . Wl
· ·1ar t o th
ht cM
tt , part'1es s1m1
- ose h eld th'IS year. luncheon, Hotel U. S.. Grant, Mattoon.
The Student Council members for t he selectio t "N
n
aug
Y
ane
a
"I
·1 d
b t t f th
Mr. Henderson.
by Vi:ctor Herbert. This number has
, WI l o my e~ o ur. er, W o- 1 Students and facult.y are invited to
The proposed document is printed 1936-37 met Wednesday afternoon and been included on the program by re- mens L~ague and 1ts functwns, she hear the talks to be ~wen by ~· ~Yelected the following officers : Presi- quest.
elsewhere in this issue.
Istated.
mour and Mr. Allen m the a.ud1tonum.
dent, John Lewis; Vice President, Gene
---EISTC:------EosTe-----All are invited tn t he dance to be
Lederer; Secretary, Mary Alice HarMiss Jackson, this year's president, given this evening. Al Alison and his
Phipps and Stover
wood; Treasurer, Maxine Harrod.
Geographers Are
should be commended for her work. She nine-piece orchestra will play.
Attend Academy of
John Lewis, new Student Gouncil
Guests of Academy has managed to s~o~sor a great m any
EIST c
head, has been an active member of
events
out
of
a
llm1ted
League
treaAnnual
All-School
Science Gathering the Forum, Men's Glee club and F:delis
sury. The Leap Year dance and the
this year. He has served as President
Misses Ruby M. Harris, Leah Stevens, Women's League formal are credits to
Class Day Planned
E. L. Stover and H. E. Phipps the of the Men's Chorus this year. Gene and Rose Zeller of the college faculty
the
president.
She
has
developed
the
For Next Saturday
science department heads are repre- Lederer, vice president, is a member and Mary Jane Ewing and Thomas
unit
system
more.
in
detail
and
has
senting Eastern at the twenty-ninth an- of the junior class. Mary Alice Har- Chamberlain, geography seniors, are
every girl to take an active part.
nual meeting of the Tilinois State wood, secretary, is a member of the attending the State Academy of Science urged
The freshman orientation started
The annual all-school class day feaAcademy of Science, May 1 and 2 at
sophomore. class and has been elected meetings in Quincy today and to- last fall as something which will be turing int~rclas~ contests for both
Quincy. Mr. S.tover will read two
continued. Mi:ss Jackson was one of boys and girls w1ll be s~onsored May 9
papers in botany and Mr. Phipps will president of the Women's League for morrow.
.
.
by the Student C'ounc1l. The day's
next year. Maxine Harrod, treasurer,
Miss ze:ler will give a paper, "Santa those
•
i:ll dh
t o th e f o11ow1ng
·
. . who ass1sted m the plans. for 1 nva
talk to the B section of chemistry.
1ry w · a ere
is a resident of Pemberton Hall and Marta, the Banana Port of South a1dmg freshmen to become acquamted
h
d
The first paper by Mr. Stover is "An
1
sc eoou e:
S .
V:
h
has been active in home economics.
j America," before the geography section with Eastern and its students.
a. m. enwr
s. sop omore
Interesting Pre.servatton of Color in
9:
girls hockey game.
Winning team
the Red Algae and Gerta in Fungi,"
scores twenty-five points for their
and the second is a microprojection
class.
"Demonstration of the Lily-type Em1 :00-3:00 p.m. Men's and Wobryosac as Rediscribed by D. C. Coopmen's track meets. Scoring as in reguer."
Professor Phipps's discussion is Eyeless Vision, Rope Stunt Are He Sees 1
W ithout Eyes Mystifies Audience with Ability . lar meets; three places in each event.
To "See Without Eyes. "
3:00 p. m . - Junior girls vs. sopho"Present and Future Energy Sources."
Outstanding Attractions
more girls softball game. Twenty-five
Presenting a list of speakers that inWith his eyes securely sealed with points.
clude m any of the most successful and
The Entertainment Course com3:45 p. m. - Tug-of-war across lake
layers of adhesive tape and then
enterprising research workers and mittee, through its chairman, H. DeF.
heavily blindfo~ded , Dr. Tarbell not between sophomores and freshmen.
teachers in the state, Wilbur M. Luce, Widger, has just completed arrangeonly recognizes instanly t he shapes, Twenty-five points.
secretary, said that the 1936 assemb- ments with Lee Keedick of New
4:00 p . m. - Bat rush between juncolors,
and textures of various oblage will surpass all others in variety York for the appearance here on
i:ors
and seniors. Ten men on a side.
but
he
can
describe
them
in
dejects
and genuine significance of subjects Monday evening, May 11, of Dr. HarTwenty-five
points.
tail.
He
actually
r
eads
newspapers,
for discussion by the specialists and lan Tarbell, the world famous magi4:15
p.
m.
- Flag rush. All classes.
magazines,
cards
or
letters
usually
cian and mystery scientist. Two of
membership at large.
Twenty-five
points.
with
the
reading
side
turned
away
---EIST·c--Dr. Tarbell's mysterie~eyele 3s vision
---EISTC:--from him.
He merely passes his
and the Hindu rope mystery-have
CAVINS, DAVIS TAKE
fingertips within a few inches of the McCONNELL !SUFFERS
baffled
both
magipians
and
laymen
PI TAU VOWS AT MEET
printed page. He is able to see things
alike.
SERIOUS EAR INJURY
that
others are unabie to discern.
Donald Cavins and Russell Harris
"Dr. Tarbell is a peerless enter·,
He may suddenly call a stranger
Russ McConnell, freshman pitcher on
were formally initiated into the Iota tainer," say those who have seen
by
name,
tell
him
his
business
and
the
baseball team suffered a severe inchapter of Epsilon Pi Tau last Sat- him before.
He appeared on the
the
kind
of
car
he
drives
or
some
injury
to his left ear while out for pracurday evening, April 25, preceding the Entertainment Course here several
timate
thing
equally
astounding.
tice
Tuesday evening.
McConnell
initiation banquet held in Mattoon in years ago.
His
is
not
a
so-called
"m~nd
readcarshed
into
the
backstop
on
Lincoln
conjunction with the Terre Haute Mu
His famous eyeless v1s10n act is
ing"
act.
He
has
no
assistants.
diamond
while
chasing
a
fly
ball.
ltis
chapter of this indusrial arts fratern- ~ highly scientiflc. Years ago Dr. TarIn
addition
to
his
creation
of
mysear
was
badly
lacerated
and
five
ity. The Mu chapter was repaying a bell began a series of experiments
teries, Dr. Tarbell is an excellent stitches were requi:red to close the
visit the Iota chapter had made to j w_hich ~rought to light interesting
s eaker and ca able entertainer.
DR. HARLAN TARBELL
wound.

Annual Orchestra Concert to Be Given
As Music week Feature on wednesday

dJ

I

New League Head

I

I

John Lewis Voted
Counc.i l President

°

EI

I

I

Magician Tarbell Will Appear Here May 11
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Page Two

Placement Total
Now Stands at 62
W . · W . Cook Reports 21 New
P1acements In Past Ten Days.

Proposed New Constitution for Men's Union El Groundschief
the names of fifteen (15) members of
the Men's Union and· such petitions
must be in the hands of the Executive
Board not later than the first of May.
The Executive Beard consisting of
eight men of the school. The class
presidents who are m embers of the
Men's Union shall be members of the
board and the men of each class shall
elect one member of each class to represent the class on the board or two
~embers if the President o~ the .class
lS not a. membe: of the Mens Umon.
The vice-preSident and the other ofAfter graduation a member is entit- ficers of the Men's Union shall be
led to an alumni membership which designated by the President from those
gives him the privileges of attendance elected to the executive board. The
at all social functions, and any other vice-president shall become president in
privileges granted by the Union.
the event of the inability of the presiArticle III. - Purposes
dent to serve or upon his with-drawal
The purposes of the Union are : (1) to from school, and shall serve the uncreate a feeling . of unity among the expired term of the president.
men of the coEege and (2) to promote
The other officers of the Union shall
all activities which concern them.
be appointed by the P resident from
among the members of the Board.
Ar-ticle IV. - Officers
Article V.- Duties and Terms and
The officers of the Union shall consist of:
Qualifications
The President to be elected by tl1e
Section 1. Qualifications: The P resientire organization in a general elect- dent must be a member of either tne
ion, from among candidates nominated J Junior or Senior class during the school
by petition Each petition must bear year following his e:ection

Article I. - Name
The organization shall be called t he
Men's Union of the Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College.
Article II. - Membership
All male students of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College are autom atically m embers of the Union.
Membership in the Union entitles th e
holder to attendance at and voting in
all business meetings, and attendance
~ at any social functions sponsored by
the Union.

--Walter W. Cook, head of the Placement Bureau, reports that twenty-one
students have obtained positions r ecently. This. makes a total of 62
placements smce Janu~r~ 1.
Placements made w1thin the ?ast
ten days are: He.rbert Clawson, Wmdsor, rural; Jenrue Mae Hu:fi, lower
grades, Tuscola; Grace ·Thompson,
Taylorville, rural; Helen Imle, Marshall, rural; Mary Phillips, Jewett high
school; Marquis Hutchinson, Principal
Elementary school, Tuscola.
Recent Placements Listed
Hilah Brosmon, Martinsville, rural;
Joe J ohnson, Farina, rural; Marie
Richardson, primary grades, Fair
Grange; Verna Evans, Martinsville,
rural; Raymond Schan, Noble, rural;
Kathryn Steele, Shumway, rural; Sylvia. Diel, Montrose, rural; Alice Bryan,
Louisville, rural; Ernest Johnson,
grades 5 and 6, Mount Carmel; Hazel
Hicks, grade 2, Hillsboro; Gilbert Graham, Penfield, rural; K athryn Peterson, Sullivan, rural; Edna B oatman,
Claremont, rural; Florence Pruett,
Arcola, rural.
Other placements made since J anuary 1 are:
Harriet Hawkins, Hindsboro; Mildred
Kedley, Jacksonville, Miss.; Mary K.
Love, LeRoy; Louise Stillions, Tuscola;
Kenneth Sloan, Alton; Martha Turner,
Lovington; Alice Groff, Palestine ; Edith Cochran, Lawrenceville; Margaret
Spittler, Clark county rural; Paul
Klink, Georgetown; Noi E . Spears, rural, Fillmore;
P itions Won ince January 1
Alene Moon, rural, Mulberry Grove;
B. Rhoades, rural, Ramsey; Ada Scherer, rural, Taylorville; Martha Reeder,
Greenup primary; Margaret Dague,
Oakland rural; Howard Kinkade, rural; Marion Ash, Olney rUl'al; Virginia
Jackson, rural; Max Isenburg, Newton
rural; Geraldine Rush, Noble rUl'al; L.
Ermine Owens, Mason rural; L. Johnson Owens, Edgewood rural; Alice
Hanks, Paris rural;
Joy Crites, Olney rural; Matilda
Park, Royal primary; Edna Hiler , Assumption r ural; Everald Grace Allen,
Newton rural; Norma Jones, Tower
Hill rural; Marian Green, Scotland
rural; Helen Hoffman , rural; Raymond
H arms, Albion rural; Martha Elder,
Allenville rural; Kenneth Wooley,
Kirksville rural;
K athryn Espy, P alestine rural; Margaret Barber, rural; Garland Flick,
rural; Mildred Davis, rural; Ant oinette
Miseur, Oconee rural; Opal Starwalt,
Arcola rural.

• Section 2. Duties of President: The
President shall preside over all meetings of the organization and also those
of t:A.e Executive Board.
He shall appoint such committees
and officers as may be directed by a
meeting of the Men's Union or by the
Executive Board.
Section 3: Duties of Executive Board:
The Executive Board shall initiate and
formulate all princip:es and pol:cies to
be carried out by the entire body. •
These principles and policies must be
approved by a meeting of the Men's
Union.
Section 4. Terms of Office:
The
President shall be elected during the
second week of May and will serve for
a term of one year.
The members of the Executive Board
shall be elected immediately after class
elections in the fall and will serve for
a term of one year.

lJescribes VVork

Harry White, Vet. Groundsman
and Superintendent, Speaks.

"Our objective is the continuation
of Eastern's reputation of having one
of the most beautiful campuses in
illinois," so spoke Harry White, superintendent of grounds, when interviewed by a staff r eporter.
Mr.
White, veteran groundsman, is serving his twenty-third year on Eastern's campus. Only recently, however,
he was promoted to superintendency.
"At present our grounds force is
engaged in completing several projects.
We are building a concrete curb around
the track on Schahrer Field. We plan
to sod the greens on the golf course as
soon as possible. We have just finished graveling the end of Seventh street
and the road along the south end of the
campus. In addition to grave:ing this
Artic':e VI. - Amendment
road we constructed an adequate drainThis Constitution may be amended age system."
by action of the EXecutive Board upon
In answer to our queries Mr. White
awroval by a two-thirds vote of a told us that the brick walls capped with
meeting of the Men's Union, Provided, 1 cement which we noticed in front of
such vote constitutes a majority of the Pemberton Hall were to prevent the de·
total membership
struction of the bark around the base
of the tree which eventually would
cause the tree to die.
MISS McAFEE ATTENDS
The badly eroded terraces around
DANCE PERFORMANCES I
•t
t a Pemberton Hall will be regraded and
reshaped which should add materiallY
--Miss Florence McAfee of the Woto the looks of the campus .
Extending his trip to the Vocat ional
. A_n impressive fo~mal banqu~t com- . men's physical education department,
---EISTc--bmmg the cel~b~at10n of ~ll b1rthd~ys spenu last week-end in Chicago. on Arts meeting in Chicago onward to ART STUDENTS WILL
and the reco~n:twn of services was gl~- Saturday she attended a lecture in the
Minnesota, Harry R. Jackson of the
VISIT BROWN COUNTY
en by the g1rls of P emberton Hall m Art Institute on "The Modem Dance"
industrial
arts
department
last
week
appreciation of Miss Nathile McKay, I given by Martha Graham Americ~n
Art students of Eastern will journey
matron, two weeks ago Thursday.
I dancer. She al~o attended · the dance visited the Winona State Teachers
to
Brown County, Indiana, May 8 for
At five-thirty the girls gathered in performance of Miss Graham on sun- college of Minnesota, where he will
a
week-end
of painting. Brown County
teach next year.
the parlors for a half hour of informal day afternoon.
is
noted
for
its art colony, and its
singing. Gwendolyn Oliver, as misWinona S. T. C. is the oldest teach- wooded hills and orchards are always
tress of ceremonies, invited the girls
Miss Graham has a dancing school
ers college west of the Mississippi an attraction to artists. An art gallery
into the beautifully transformed din- in New York City where she trains
having been founded in 1850. The owned and operated by the Brown
ing hall.
young dancers. She is one of the few
equipment, however, is all new. The County artists, containing a complete
Silvery sheets of rain gleamed the American dancers who has not been
main building burned in 1923 and was display of their work, is another point
blended colors of the huge rainbow, re- abroad. This is her first tour across
replaced by a new one costing $629,000. of interest to be visited.
presenting the span of life, arched the United States.
There are two men in the industrial
across the entire length of the south
---EisTc--arts departments, which, though small,
wall, and ended in an illuminated pot DEARNBARGER ROBBINS
is one of the best teachers college deof ~old, representing life's goal .. The 1
ARRANGE ALUMNI PLANS partments in the state.
tables were also arranged in rambow
_ __
Mr. Jackson received his appoint- ~
on Her day with your
fashion.
Between courses there was music and
Arrangements for Alumni
Day, ment to the position from President
PHOTOGRAPH
short speeches, Helen Garver gave a while nominally in the hands of the G. E '. Maxwell shortly after the latter
short talk thanking Miss McKay for executive committee,
h ave
been came through Charleston on his way
the beautiful basket of flowers which made by Harold Robbins, general to the NEA m eeting in St. Louis, when
she had given as a birthday gift to the chairma n , and Christine Dearnbarg~ Mr. J ackson met him. President Maxgirls. The Fall, Winter, and Spring er, s~cr~tary-treasurer of the Alumm well was !Placed at Winona twentyPHONE 598
F. L. RYAN, Prop.
four years ago by Dr. L. c. Lord.
term presidents of the hall, Peggy assoCiatiOn.

Pemberton Presents
Birthday Honorarium

I

I Harry R. Jackson
y·1s1 s M.1nneso

__

I

I

Please Mother

ART CRAF T
STUDIO

I

r--------------------------------=;

Fellis, Rose-Marie Megaw, and Helen ~----------------•
Carver were presented boquets by memMODERN ROOMS
REASONABLE RATES
bers of their respective councils, Wilma
I
Birdzell, Violet McFarland , and Violet j
By Day or ·week-Newly Deccrated Throughout
I
Podesta.
,
Dinner closed with a trilogy of J
speeches on the symbolization of the
---EISTC'--"WE WANT YOUR
I
Under New Management
rainbow. Speakers were : B arbara Ann
BUSINESS"
I
Powell, Helen Carver, Miss McKay,
RENA M . THOMPSON, PROPRIETRESS
and Betty J ane Ewing.
I Phone 422
Phone 42-5th & Jackson
463 Lincoln St.
Charleston, Ill.
Entertainment in the parlors closed
Frances Durgee, Esther Marion Shu- the evening.
- - - E I S T c -- ·------------------------------------~
bert, Olive Dowler, and Georgia Rogers,
with Mrs. Frank P opham and Rev. E. QUARTERLIES AVAILABLE
E. Atherton of the Charleston Methodist church, represented Eastern Illinois
A f ew copies of the EASTERN ••___.,__.,._,._,._,,_ ,•-••-a•-..•-••-•"·
+•-n-,,._,
,_.J.
State Teachers college at the Wesley QUARTERLY are still available for
DR. W. B. TYM
Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
Foundation conference at Champaign, those students who wish a copy them- Phones: Office, 126; R esidence, 715
last Friday and Saturday. The party selves or desire to mail one to former
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
motored to Champaign Friday after- students not on the alumni list as
DENTIST
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
noon, and were present at the banquet graduate3.
Flours: 8 to 12--1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
in the W esley Foundation building FriCharleston National B ank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones : Office, 476; Residence, 762
day evening. The girls were guests at I
Charleston, Til.
Charlestou. ill.
the Alpha Delta Pi Sorority Friday
~ .,,_,,_,,._.,_,,_.._.._.,_.,_.,_,,_.._,+
night.
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, SOIUps
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
Worship services and breakfast in the
DR. CLr.NTON D. SWICKARD
Plate Lunches 25c
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
building were followed with group
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
II
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
Office Hours 9:00 to 12: '0 a . m. and
meetings and classes on Saturday
Alexander Bldg.
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
2:00 to 6:00p. m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
morning. Miss Russell, who is home !
North Side Square
to 9:00p.m.
604% Sixth St.
after five years of missionary work in I
Phone 340
604% JACKSON ST.
China, and Geor gia Roger s were din- 1,
Phones : Office, 30; Residence, 770
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker
Frames Repaired---~Lenses Duplicated
Telephone 132
ner guests of Mrs. E . D . Bollinger of 1
"Jimmie" Tedrick
Evanston and Mrs. Miller of Wesley I
-.
n -..---·-·-~~-·-··-·
Foundation. Dinner was served to the •---------------~ I
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
DR. B. C. TREXLER
DR. N. C, IKNAYAN
quartet in the southern tea room.
1h
Sixth
st.
1
5 6
DENTIST
Hours
by Appoint ment
While in Cha mpaign, Rev. Atherton
and Georgia Rogers called on Mr. and 1
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
Mrs. Paul Hagaman and Miss Vivian \
AMERICAN MADE
Office Hours 9 a. m . to 9 p. m.
Bell, friends from Mechanicsburg, who
Regulation Size
501 Jackson St.
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160
are attending the University of Illinois.
ie-----.l-tll-ti~I-'JI-ttl-11-et-tl4-t11 ': fit
The group from Charleston returned
•
n
••
home Saturday evening.
DR. H. A. S.HAFFER
Phone: Office and Res. 242
- - - E I S T c -- Corner 6th and Van Buren
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
When planning your purchases, 1
SOUTHWEST CORNER
Physician
and
Surgeon
Linder Bldg.
read the News ads for guidance.
'-----------------·
511 ~ Jackson Street
omce Flours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office Hours: 9:00-6:00
Phone~
Monday and Saturday Nights

Fletcher's Grocery

I

EI Represented at
Foundation Meeting

HOTEL

LAWES

I
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1 CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS l
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I
I

Home Cooked Foods
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1
11
11
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LITTLE CAMPUS
CAFE
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T ENNIS BALLS
25c
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W. E. HILL & SON

Select a Beautiful Elgin Watch
-in the new Yellow Gold Cases for your Graduation Gift-the one
American Watch that will serve you for years to come. Sold by

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY
THE LEADING .JEWELER

\

1 .......- - ·..·-~·--··-··--·-·--·----··---..
1·-"!''...- ..- .....
--·--··---.------------------·

I

DR. 0. E. EcrTE
DENTIS~

CHARLES

~

GREER, M. S., M. D.

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 J ackson Street

Office Hours 8-12--1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

.. .• •. .. .. .. •. •. • • - • ·+
W. J. HARNED, M. D.
Starr Building
Phones Office 257; Home 436
Office Hours: 8-12; 1-6

4~--~----------------~---------~~,----------------~------------~·----------------·------------~~
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Union Tea
League Dance
'Twas Openz·ng Nite /or Players League,
To Be Held May 10
--G ~~· v en Fr ~~·day
At Annual Banquet in lV!attoon
A Mother's Day tea will be given by
t.he women's League and the Men·s

II

II

The Eastern Quack

I

This is only my fifth year on the
News and here I am, a participant in
press convention activities ... MICKEY is no friend of mine, on account I
didn't get a piece of that big cake from

Union on Ma~ I? a:t Pemberton hall. Bobbie Moorre Supplies Music;
~ery student· ~s mVI.ted to attend and 1
Spanish Theme Keynotes
IS asked t o brmg his or her mother,
.
a foster -mot her, or a house -mother.
Hall Decorations.
FLORA . . . . Hooray for MARTHA
Hours will be from four o'clock until 1
ItEED'ER and her position. , I sur~l~
By Aline Claar
·
'
·
1
Bobbie Moore's orchestra furnished hope she gets the $200 she s expectm
SlX o clock. A program especially hon.
.
1
About 35 of us were "punished" last
"It's opening night, ladies and
·
th
th
· t b
t d I music for dancmg to 125 couples at · · ·
gent~emen.
The celebrities a.re here!
~~mJ t e mo er IS t ~ te p~esen t~ . the Women's League Formal in the week because three persons forgot to
0
u en s are reques e
Sign
eI
. .
.
.
·
bring their whistles Moral-don't forWhile we are waiting for the call to
paper posted on the bulletin board (in auditonum Friday evemng, Apnl 24,
.
·
dinner, let's look around. Quite a
'
get your whistle.
the near future) if they plan to at- f rom 9 till 1 ·
crowd of aspiring Thespians have
tend.
Decorations and programs carried
EDITH CLOUSE has a nifty diaassembled at the U. S. Grant Theatre
---EisTc
out the Spanish theme, with multi- mond. Have you seen it? ... ELDON
for the opening of the new show.
MRS. NORA McNEILL
col?red spread fans about the audi- BROWN needs a copy of EMILY
The ladies are in formal attire and
J
tonum, and the platform ha~f en- POST, don't you, ELDON? .. . NELa charming group they make! The
TO S!I G ON TUESDAY closed with Spapish grille, and palms. SON thought he'd miss the geoglogy
gentlemen are standing around a bit
As a portion of the observance for 1 Jean and John,. local dane~ t eam, test last Friday and we had it Monday,
stiffly but-Ah, there's the call to
presented a special number, m Span- goody, goody .. .. I found I had an.
.
dinner! Please stand by a moment
Music Week at E~stern, a group of solo 1: ish costume for the entertainment of other "good friend" last week, ha, ha!
and group selectiOns have been art
while we move to a better vantage
mnged for presentation.
gu~~ s.
A true black eye story! GEORGIA
point-Now we are watching
the
The program is as follows:
M ' apEerons for the evening wer e LEISHER stooped over to fix her shoe
grand march into the dining room. I
Spirit Flower, by Tipton; Land Sighttss mma Reinhardt, Miss Nathile and zoom! You should have seen the
believe-Yes, Miss Worland and Mr.
ing, by Grieg-Men's Chorus with Mrs. McKay, Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. A l - eye in its various stages of coloring
Shiley are leading the way into the
Nora McNeill as soloist.
ter, Dr. and Mrs. L . T. ~ent, Mr. anj tints and shades! ... Happy birthday,
banquet hall. And what a banquet
Traumerci, by Richard Strauss; Wal- Mrs. Fran~ L. Ver:viebe.
Guest DOROTHY ARMES; your age is-?
hall! Bowls of flowers-roses, carnaters P rize Song (The Maestersinger)' by chaperon~ mcluded Miss Cla~a .t\.tte- . . . . GLADYS STROHL and BILL
tions, and sweet peas-are placed at
Wagner-Miss Alice R eynolds.
berry, .Miss Ethe.l Hanson , MlSs Lena POORMAN, former students were here
intervals around the U -Shaped table.
.
d
I
th
S
th
b
S
tt·
B
.. Ellmgton,
MISs Blanche
dancing Friday night . . . JERRY'S a
The W In s n
Ella Mae Jackson performs one of
e ou , y
co ,
.
.
bThomas,
M
And a clever program at each place.
The
Snowdrop,
by
Gretchaninoff-Mrs.
M~ss Edit~ R agan, Miss Isa e1
cmeany, MADELINE, but maybe he can
It's an auspicious moment! There is her final acts as League head when
Nora
McNeill
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Zay
Kmney,
Miss
Mary
J
..
Booth,
Mr.
and
come next time ... That IKE-PEGGYa silence! The banquet begins!
she helps present Mother's Day tea.
Wamsley.
Mrs. Russell H . Landis, Mr. and Mrs. IKE-PAULINE-HUCK serial still goes
Back in a Moment!
--J ay B . MacGregor, Mr. and Mrs. 1 on. This week's installment-Chap. VI,
- -- E I ST oNow folks, we are signing off until
Former Students Are Mai'ried
Kevin Guinagh, Dr. and Mrs. W. E. PEGGY & IKE .... MAJOR BOAST:
Scouters Troop Met Monday
the program starts ! We'll be back in j Miss Dorothy Womer and Bruce
The Scouters Training School of Sunderman, and Dr. and Mrs. L. B. Lee Lynch is my cousin !
ElsTc--a few minutes so please stand by-.-. Schouten, former EI students, were Kickapoo area met in the college gym- Lloyd.
Wilma
Nuttall,
Joan
Hunter,
Ger
Louise
Brian
visited
with Carolyn
Here we are again, ready to hgtve married recently in Springfield.
nasium Monday evening at 7 :30.
you a bird's-eye view of this s ow
trude Foltz, Isabel Larimer, and Dor- Specht at her home at Cowden Friday
which is just about to start.
Miss
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - othy Bruce were student host::sses
Marjorie Sexson spent Sunday evenduring the evening.
Worland is rapping for silence and0
ing
and Monday in Mattoon.
---EISTC--the show is on." Let me describe I
Crystal Funkhouser spent the weekthe performers. One of the most imUNIT 10 MEE'T S
end in P aris and Scotland.
portant stars of the evening is Lu-

Out in .Their Heads
Stagiest Best for Pretentious ·
Event Thursday Night.

Thespi~ns Step

Sponsoring Body

I

.

I
I

I

1

s .

ci!e Thomas . In a delightful manner she is proposing a toast to the
Players in hopes ·that this eveni~g
will not be a "Dead End."
Miss Ringo appears next as the
charming conductress of "The Children's Hour," broadcasted by Station
W-0-E. Ah! The applause, ladies
and gentlemen, is for the ma:e star of
the evening, Mr George Henry. he
has proved to be a versatile young
man; and everyone is waiting to see
if acting is among his other abilities.
It is! The audience likes him! We
didn't think he could do it but as we
heard someone say, "George is 'Libel'
to do anything."
Don't Go 'Way, Folks
The next delightful performer is
Miss Mary Alice Harwood, whose
poetry is so enchanting that we are
sorry when she decides to "Call It a
Day." Wait a minute! Oh, I thought
Miss Josephine Thomas had forgotten
her lines. But it's all in the script,
folks! Miss Thomas' explanation of
"Love On the Dole" i.s very enlightening and the applause if deafening.
The final stars are the "Five Idiots,"
whose parts are played by Miss Ruby
Stallings, Miss Gladys Watkins, Miss
Kathryn Walker, Miss Evelyn Keith,
and Mr. Robert Shiley.
The curtain folks-the show is
over! No, wait a minute~Not quite!
The cast i.s presenting its director,
Mr. Shiley., with an electric c!ock.
Now the play is over!
Everybody
snatches a rose and departs (how
much silverware they also snatched,
we couldn't see).
Yes, there's no
doubt of it! It was a hit! Much of
the honor for the success goes to its
producer, Miss Lucile Thomas and
the assistant directors, Miss Josephine
Thomas, Miss Wilma Brumleve, Miss
Betty Jane Ewing, and Mr. Thomas
Chamberlain.
The party is leaving now for the
Lincoln Theatre in Charleston to see
what also promises to be a hit!
Good-night, ladies and gentlemen!
Opening night is over.
---EISTC---

Say it with flowers this Mother's
Day. - Carroll Florist, 413 Seventh
Street. Phone 39.

St ran g e N ew EI 0cz al cu It Kn wn as
'£gays ' JS Qrganzze
· d a t p em bert On H a //
A new social organization at Eastern made its bid not long ago. It
was an auspicious initiation these
Egays-that's the name - provided
for an amazed group of sister-Pemites.
From Pemberton Hall comes word
announcing the existence of the
Royal Order of Egays:
"It seems that the chief g·uttons
of our glittering social center have
organized. It all started with Huff,
Reeder, and Fellis eating five helpings of Welsh-rarebit.
"To finish the yarn, just as all the
frails were hanging on their chairs
waiting for Gwen Oliver to start the
beef song, it happened . All eyes were
focused on the portal. The brilliant
array dazzled everyone. In trailed
seven lovely maids, formals gracefully draping their ankles. Everyone was in a dither.
"Most of the audience searched
their diggins for a clever remark,
but none came. For once Pem Hall
was aghast. These seven visions of
bla-bla stalked ca' mly to their places
(pardon if we fail to mention that
they were all at the same table).
When the femmes in the street
clothes had recovered their senses,

•
Is
our

business

Unit 10 m et Tuesday evening, April
21, at the home of Florence Cottingham, 420 Harrison Street.
After a

the visions sat.
"The elite table was gaudily d ecorated. In the middle, as big as short business meeting, the group pro life, was the flower that Peggis had ceeded to the Lincoln theater to sez
received from Huck. A tall candle 1 "Farmer in the Dell." J uanee Swear 1
stood on each side of the plant, soft- ingen, president of the unit, was in
ly illuminating its loveliness. Each charge of the meeting, and refreshdamsel was adorned with a lovely ments were provided by Marge Swearl
corsage, which served t o cover up ingen, social chairman.
the bones in her neck.
After the forlorn Pemites had ,----------------------------~
feasted their fill of said loveliness,
Forr
they focused their visual organs on
the head of the table to see how
Nothing So Endearing as
Miss McKay was taking it. There
Your Portrait
another surprise awaited them. The
Choose from several of our excluDean was also in formal dress and
sive styles the most appropriate
wore a love:y corsage (50 cents)
gift for mother.
which reached half-way to her
knees. This was the last straw (a
pink one).
I

MOTHER'S DAY

SANDERS STUDIO

Head Into
Spring
with a wave from Modern
Beauty Shop-it will give
you that carefree, soft,
spring-like look t hat is
most becoming . . . and
wiH last indefinitely.

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
815 Monroe St.

PHONE 1501

! THE ARMORY, DECATUR
!

THURSDAY, MAY 7

and we know how to do
ADMISSION - - - - $1.25 PERSON

it. No extra charge for

.fOf SOCIAL

delivering.

HI-HAT CLEANERS
RAY DENNIS
Phone 648

JOHN SHRIVER
710 Lincoln St.

Our Home Cooked Lunchesare prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best
Care. A trial will convince.

CORNER CONFECTIONERY
"BILL" PANAS. Prop.

I ~

FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE pARTIES
DANCING
The facilities of this hotel are available
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room
-Banquet Room
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U. S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois

Special Courtesy Tickets
Mail or present this advertisement
with o ne Dollar and Seventy-five
Cents before midnight Saturday,
May 2nd, to Lew Hogan, 1477 Riverview, Decatur, Ill., and you will
receive immediately Two TICKETS
(no other charge) through courtesy
of Publicity Dept .
IMPORTANT-Wa~e King begins
3-year engagement, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, June 1st.
This is his final appearance in Dlinois. Reserve tickets immediately.
Mail Now! Thls saves you considerable money.

Lew Hogan, Mgr., 1477 Riverview Av.
DECATUR, ILL.
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~thts Embry? V~W's Crea_te Furor on Colleg_e

"Tellthetf'uthanddon'tbeafraid"

Campz; Gzven Credztfor Clever Satzre Your Enemy

By Jim Michael.
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stvCredit
for
the best satire of the year
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers . College at.
probably
will
go to the "obscure"
Charleston.
Princeton student
who
originated
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the VFW-the Veterans of Future Wars.
Post. Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March
These embryo veterans with pleas for
3, 1879.
their bonus to be paid now, and their
s~lute of outstretched arms with palms
~-Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
upturned have ably been assisted by
Alexander Summers '36 ............................................................ Editor
Vincent Kelly '36 .............. ~·-·······························Business Manager
Stanley Elam ,'38 ....................................................Associate Editor
Fred F'oreman .............................................................. Art Editor
Evalyn Schooley '36 .............................................. Society Editor
* * * •
Franklyn L. Andrews .............................................................. Adviser
Invites students and fa.c ulty
members to voice their opinions
Member
on topics concerned with college
Member ~ssociatt~. C!~.!}~-9.iatt ~t"tSS
!CPA
OSPA
~ 1934 ~ATIO~AL '=~i=~+
1935 :=Life. Please limit letters to 150
~words, sign communications.
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The Soap Box

COV[RAG[

Is There a Youth Movement in
American Colleges?

Oh, Where's Your Style Shark?
Dear Soap-Box:
I'd like some style notes. Why not
let some student go through some of
the Charleston stores and report what
students should wear? This could probably be arranged easily enough. Perhaps half of the column shou d be devoted to men's styles ahd the other half
to women's styles. Can you help us
out?
-M.T.

No. 5

the Home Fire division. They demand
trips to Europe now to see the graves
of their unborn sons. Vassar college
projected a very unique idea by organizing the "Virgins of Vassar."
Together, they have done more to
squelch the itchy-palmed vets of the
World War than any Congressional debate could hope to do in a thousand
sessions.
Van Zandt Is Embarrassed
James Van Zandt, national commander of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, .was the victim of one of their
most subtle tricks. When Van Zandt
called the future vets yellow, they
mocked back with the favorite Legion
expression, "Red."
Beneath the horse play, however, lies
the fact that Mr. Van Zandt went too
far in his statement. Nearly every one
of those men would go to the defense
of his country in case of an invasion. ·
But they are also students of history,
philosophy, economics, and rela.ted subjects. They realize the futility and
pseudo-glory of war. They are merely making a clever satire on a r esult
of the last war, and are doing their
bit to bring before the folly of international conflict.
James Wechsler Comments
What may eventually happen to the
Artist F red Foreman illustrates via the linoVFW is debatable.
James Wech' ser,
secretary of the American Student lEtUm block what happens When the deft appleUnion, thinks the satire has gotten too
big for its originators..
He feels it poHsher buckles down to make an A.
isn't taking advantage of its opportunity to squelch the jingoists. So far
the VFW has refused to come out for
and
peace strikes and peace demonstraThe BIG and little in Review
tion.
By
Th
e
Editor
It is generally felt that unless VFW
follows up it s tremendous opening advantage, the novelty will wear off and IT IS OUR PRIVILEGE
another organization will become just
To report the results of an extensive survey recentlY
a memory. Well, it's been a gay mem- m a de to learn the attitude of select celebrities toward
ory.
Professor Colseybur and his Last Trump. We are haPPY

I

A late as 1934 our best observers were quite
sure no nch thing as a youth movement existed in
orur colleges. What's more, they doubted if there
eve r would be one. Wro·te Henry Goddard Leach:
''From many countries of Europe we hear of
the stirring of youth. In German cities one m e ets
squadrons of girls marching with heads erect singing through the streets. In Russia and in Italy
Too Many Expenses
youth knows just where it is g 'o,i ng; it is glowing
wit h the glad desire to serve the state. Even indi- Dear Soap-Box:
So we are to bear the cost of the
vidualistic England has its youth clubs; they often
organ!
I think the project is a
take the form of out-of-door protests against war.
worthy
one
but we two-year students
Here in America there is as yet no concentrated
who
are
graduating
this spring won't
youth movement.
Given inspired leadership, a
get much pleasure out of our money.
youth program could spring from the Civilian ConWhy not use it at Homecoming after
servation Corps.''
the football game for a "tea dance."
Of course, inspired leadership never developed Get a good player and the alumnae
in the CCC. Nor will it. It is a little difficult to see will be glad they spent their dolwhy Mr. Leach thinks Russia and Italy have a youth lars on it. Oh, yes, it has its possimovement. Youth can move in only one direction. bilities but the chief problem is
where is the dollar coming from?
---EISTC--Where goes the state., so g101es the youth.
to record the following:
After graduation fees, gown,
anI s it any wonder, then, that, in the words of nouncements, and diploma (or is that Should We Purchase
Robert L. Ripley, of Believe It Or Not: "Believe me,
11:r. L ach, ''As yet we have qnly small, energetic free?) there is little money left in
believe it or not, I've found out about a lot of amazing
Organ? Queries E. C. things in this world. But the prize stories in my vast col·
groups of young people with no common ')bject
our pockets.
lection are these : Prof. Seymour of East~rn s tate states
-F. D.
th y have no common denominator.'' Why should
Do you think EI should have an he reads The Last T~ump while lecturingl to his classes JJl in
they. Th re is no supreme guidance to dictate the
organ such as was demomtrated here ancient history. Dr. Buzzard never leads a chapel pe1:iod
mov ment of youth. Thus we find numerous groups,
Unwarranted Criticism
Last week?
Would Y'OU support a without first having read Colseybur for inspiration.1 Joe
to be sure, each with a somewhat differ,e nt program. Dear Editor:
project to obtain one?
Curry of the Eastern baseball team carries a cli!Pping
It can no longer be said, at le-ast, that our colI think there is a bit too much unof
the Trump column next to his heart when he enters an
Fern Tait '36 - Yes. Yes.
l e o· s lack active youth clubs. · The major ones are warranted criticism going on around
important
game. This might go on endlessly. Person ally,
Ann Pergrem '39 - The organ reno longer small either. The Associated Student here. I am referring to the Women's
am
never
without Colseylbur. I couldn't "Believe It" if
I
minded me of a calliope on circus day.
it weren't for Colseybur."
Union can point to m .e mbership on half the cam- League Formal last Friday evening. (I
Vivian Keplinger '39
Yes, to
pu e s of the nation. The college auxiliary o•f t~e was not in any way concerned with both questions. I think it would be
H. L. Mencken: "When The Last Trump first aJ>peared
American Liberty League has 10,000 membe!I'S 1n putting it on so I can be said to be a chapel "bringer-toer."
five years ago, I proclaimed a new literary milestone. I am
neutral).
Raymond Baker '37 _ I think EI still proclaiming it. In fact, I can't understand why it
301 college . The Veterans of Future Wars has
Several individuals have expressed should have an organ. It will in- hasn't come yet. Colseybur is the ranking genius of our
taken the campuses like ''Music Goes Round and
1
the idea that the orchestra was "lousy."
Rotmd'' tooik the nation. The VFW hasn't ''come They have said the Novelty Six is bet- crease the number of chapel attend- age--and don't forget, I'm still alive."
ants. I'll do my part.
Alexander Woollcott: "Prof. Colseybur is the quintesout h ere'' yet, but it may most any day.
ter, which may or may not be true. We
Dean Gray '36 _ I favor the or- sence of quipmania; the Rajah of Ribtopia; the, theIf pinned down to a statement od: fact, we may are not a connoisseur of music. But we
gan. Give an organ recital for an 'aspirin otf our age'·"
• follows:
will venture to say that had the Novelty entertainment course number.
co11clude as
Henry FOII'd: "His column shows remarkable crafts 1'he U. S. has no youth movement-indeed, will Six been hired, complaints still would
Glenn Davis '36 _ I do not favor manship-a singular feat of engineering and science. You
not h a ve so long as democratic g·o!Vernment exists. have emanated from those same in- the organ at present, since its use might know, of course, that he owns a V -8."
But there are active youth clubs and a trend toward dividuals.
would not be universal enough, and
James Farley: "I think Prof. Colseylmr deserves a new
Why can't people refrain from find- other things are needed more.
P ostoffice."
the youth movement attitude.
ing fault with some one else's work? I
---EosT
Benito Mussolini: "Give us Colseybw· and we'll whip
the Ethiopians with a barrage of wit."
It's Chopping Time; Union Docusuppose this question is unsolvable but SOPH FOODS CLASS IS
I am intending to let those persons
GIVING DINNER SERIES
William Randolph Hearst: "The Last Trump" stands
ace high with me, as few things do."
ment Goes Under Ax Again
know that it would be much more
That old chopping block, the Men's Union con- democratic and tolerant (to say the
The Sophomore Food's Class began
LOCAL CELEBRITIES SAY:
·
· ·t·10n. Of least) if they made no comment.
stitution, has come up for another 1nqiDSl
a series of individual dinners during
Miss
Emma
Reinhardt: I guess everyone knows what
.
I don't believe they will get anyI
think
of
The
Last
Trump.
all supine documents on our campus, this Uruon where by doing it.
the
week
of
April
20,
which
will
conPerhaps we all
Dean F. A. Beu: Let's see; that's on page five, isn;t it?
constitution has been the most abused. The fault is should realize that after committees tinue unti'l May 22. Each girl invites
Jay B. MacGregor: It would be sacrilege not to read
not in the doc1.unent itself_. RatheT, it is in the orone guest besides her assistant and
have worked hard we shou1dn't say Miss Clara Attebery, instructor. She The Last Trump.
o·anl· zat1. OI"'....
"lousy" work.
o
plans her own meal, prepares it, and
Joe Henderson: There wouldn't be any union among
Inspect he purposes of this club: ''To create a
-J. N. F. serves it with the aid of her assistant. the men if we didn't have Prof. Colseybur.
feeling of unity among the metn of the college; to ••
--------------::
Mary June Endsley, assisted by EveElla Mae Jackson: Nor among the women.
promote all activitie·s which concern them:'' .
••
lyn Ringo, was the hostess of a lunchFlorence Cottingha.m: What would Sigma Delta do
It is nee,dless to remind you that the Uruon has
•...
eon on Tuesday, April 21 to begin the witho'l:lt The Last Trump?
again been inactive this year. Your Nerws has car- ::
:: series. Mary Cullem was the special
Lois Cottingham: And Kappa Delta Pi?
Jack Austin: Athletes prefer The Last Trump.
,
·ed
few
news
items
about
Union
activity.
guest.
Isabel
Larimer
acted
as
hostess
I 1
ONE YEAR AGO
·
't
· ·
Charles Austin; -and Camels.
1'he truth is that there is nothing foil' the Union
on Wednesday, Apn'l 22 w1 h MarJone
Week April 23-30
Espy as assistant and Miss Emma ReinGearge Henry: When things aren't going just right
to do.
J. Paul Reed peddled hot dogs at the hardt as special guest.
On Friday, baokstage, I look for The Last Trump.
The Union has sponsor-ed two all-school events first Pem Hall-Panther Lair Carnival April24, Dorothy Armes served a breakRobert Shiley: When things aren't going just right
in co-·01peration with the Women's League. Both Saturday in the halls of the main fast to Gwendolyn Oliver as a special backstage, I look for Henry.
wel"e handsome successes. Still, the same success building.
guest and was assisted by Geraldine
C. F. Monier: If I happen to find a copy of The Last
miO'ht have been accomplished by any other organFifteen representatives of the News Piper. A five o'clock dinner was serv- Trump while cleaning the grounds, I always call it a day.
ization, or by the college itse'lf.
planned to attend the convention of the ed by Ruth Neal Monday, April 27
But put on a smile. A new constitution d:·awn Illinois College Press Association at with Mrs. v. v. Russell as special guest EXTENT OF OUR KNOWLEDGE : : :
last ThiD·sday under the direction of President Carbondale Friday and Saturday.
and Margaret Ellen Stephenson assistAbout class officers at Eastern was amply demonEastern won the first baseball game ing
strated
last week. Several of the more active students
Henderson reinstates the Union.
.
of the season from Indiana State, 11-8.
·
---EISTC--here were drawing a list of officers who were to be drafted
REGISTRATION DATES
for service on Alumni Day May 9. After little hesitation,
Distinguished Visitors Deserve
TEN YEARS AGO
FOR SUMMER SELECTED all officers were named except the sophomore class head.
Week April 26-May 3
A Distinctive Reception
Who held the office? Nobody knew. Several students
Total
enrollment
after
mi:d-spring
Registration
fee
for
the
summer
were stopped, asked the balky question. None could 'reIt is our pleasure to entertain some of the most
registration
was
152.
The
first
four
term
has
been
set
at
$13.50-a
conmember just at the moment--if you would only give him
distinguished members of sister colleges this Friday
grades were excused from chapel to siderable increase over former figures. a few minutes, he'd remember.' At last the sheepish stuand Saturday. \Ve are wary of promising to.o much alleviate seating difficulties.
An eight weeks term will ~e offered. dents resorted to the student directory. Glenn Cooper
in the way of "stupen d ous programs " , or " Ull.Lr.or EI won first ball game on Schahrer Classes will open on June 8 and close happens to be president. It came as no distinct surprise,
gettable hours of pleasure.'' We hotpe our recep- Field Friday afternoon at the expense July 31.
but rather as cha.,<>Tin that his name could not be called
---EISTC--tion will speak for itself. We have done our utmost of Normal U. Score, 4-2. Honn pitched.
to mind. This mental lapse indicates, too, that our classes
to make our reception as distinctive as possible. We Girls Glee club presented their Travel enthusiasts should appre- must not be very active, which is exactly the case. It is
have done our best to set the stage for an unusual Spring Concert with vocal and piano iate this new volume: "Motor Roads no reflection upon the classes themselves which long ago
and pleasurable meeting. We hope our disLin- solos, Girls' Sextette, and the College in China." Call number is 915,1 Sm51- lost most of their functions when a general reorganization
umb.
took place last year.
Trio.
guished visito~rs enjoy themselves.

CAPS

Out of the Past....

lower case
•
•
•
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The Last Trump

Page Five

Thrill-Chasing EI
Players Are Jolted
/

MUSINGS

There are severai possible leads for
this story. It could beThe Players banquet ended unluckily for a number of Eastern students.
OrExcitement ran high on the way
It is rumored that Gene Lederer 1 home from the P layers
banquet
tried to thumb a taxi. Look at him Thursday night. OrA number of Eastern students
now.
were scared out of their wits ThursFlitz Miller is out again-but don't day night by a near fatality on the
ask him what his number is. (You're way home from the Players banquet.
Undoubtedly the last covers the
the apple of our eye, F r itz; that's
meaning
best, sowhy we're shooting a.t you).
Those in Wayne Saxton's car, D orothy Fuller, Barbara Saxton, Esther
Wisehart, Clarence Kirchofer, Eldon
Brown, and Mr. Saxton were talking
about a fire they had seen about five
minutes before in which an auto was
burned when suddenly everyone saw a
flash and got a hard jolt. The car
swayed crazily for a few yards, then
stopped.
No one was njured seriously, although the cars were considerably
of damaged.

from the

''This, Partner, Is Our Trick"

Kitten's Retreat

WELCOME, GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS!
I. C.P.A.
The key to the city is yours. (Please put it
in the mail box when you leave). This is Professor Colseybur talking-Eastern's most beloved professor-the man who made Ka.pp·a.
Delta Pi famous, and the one person who, more
than any other, h as done his best to improve
'fhc Last Trump.

Don't get discouraged, Miss Johnson;
there are only three more issues of
The Last Trump.

"""'''

.r/_,.,.

P aging Emily Post! What to do
when a spoon is the only implement left besides the plate a nd the
dessert is served. Sixty Players
were watching the head table. Robert Shiley, director, did the obvious thing. He picked up the
spoon and began to eat.
Sixty
other peop!e did likewise. Everyone was beginning to feel jolly
again when a waitress walked
briskly in and placed a fork by
each plate! Was Mr. Shiley's face
red!

Oh, Professor
First college boy (R. Dumas Jones):
"What would happen if we shot the
faculty ?"
Second college boy (Arthur Spence,
Jr.): "Some people would hear of
Charleston for the first tilne."

I

---EISTC---

There's nothing in a name. We have
two Joy's on our pitching staff-and
we've lost another game.

bone.
A. Toot! Toot!
Q . 4 eave his name out of C1is.
What does Mrs. Guinagh thinl>: about
A co:umn must be bottle
fed.
'it?
Otherwise it will be fed on bott:es.
•
A. lot was her idea. She didn"t Jil~e
for me to sing in the bathtub, so she
There's no miracle in being enbought me the trombone because sl:.e tombed for ten days in a gold mine
p
knew that I couldn't play it in the and living to tell of it. Right here in
,
S
bathtub.
Charleston a fellow was lost for
p •
Q . How many positions does the , twelve weeks and is at this very mom0
0
UO
trombone have?
I ent walking about the campus. He is
---.
.
A. The n eighbors say that it has an English major who took analytical
. M. J. E. an~ J. B . wm tickets for the only one---<horizontally in the case.
geometry.
picture showmg next Tuesday and
Q. Why are you putting on your
Wednesday. Call at reception room. 1 hat and coat?
Elmer "Meadow Gold" Wilson put
.
h'IS e d uca t'10n. c1ass G A.d It's
time for my music lesson. ruffles in the fender of Frankie
PaulS l oan, t e11 mg
d
about a college classmate who asked
oo
ay.
Voris' Chev., but Frank wouldn't
---EISTC
t a k e any money f or d amages. w e
him how much he should spend on a
•
sunday evening date:
wish we had a hold like that on an
student: What did you tell him?
I ice-cream man these days.
Mr. Sloan: I couldn't a dvise him be- J
0
I

We liked that electric organ all
right, but George has too many play things already.

'Oh

You can't tell us that the faculty
is as bad as the Oh, Professor column.
A friend is a person who believes
you when you say you get eighteen
miles to ·the gallon with your Ford.

\Ve understand that the Forum had
a. Republican on exhibition last night.
Latest faculty organization Convention Widows' Club.

WELCOMES DELEGATES

f , Sh . k
ro .
riD
T
f Q
air

tes

1

Gene Lederer put on a sudden burst
of speed leaving the chemistry laboratory Thursday April 23. As he hit the
composition floor of the hall, he slipped
and fell on his arm . Gene is attending classes with his arm in a sling, and
is passing out the advice "don 't get excited over your school work."
---EISTc---

I

CAMPUS VIEW GROUP
GIVES TEA SUNDAY

I

Girls living at Campus View gave a
tea on Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and
Mrs. C. T. Gates were official host and
hostess. About 75 guests called between
five-thirty and six-thirty. The guest
list included faculty member ~ , students,
and townspeople.

New Novels Arrive
At C II ege L•b rary

The

TOO MUCH SPEED IS
CAUSE OF FRACTURE

---F:ISTc---

___

Like New, Readable Fiction?
If you're in the mood for fiction
Seen on the square: Henry Arnold why not present this call number at
trying to uruock the left door of his the library: 823 M44m. It will give
car from the outside.
you "The Moon and Sixpence" by
W. Somerset Maughm.
Clip this
We know a good joke.
Come paragraph from your News and prearound to the office some day.
sent it to one of the accommodating
librarians.
Another argument against higher
educati n: Eighth grade pupils decipher math majors.

Who's the "dark horse'' in League cause I had only been married a year
Th
a number of new novels
?
and had shipped my wife back to her
h' ~reh are been recei·ved at the 11. _
presi dency race.
parents until I could finish school. Sub- 1 wb IC
tavle
--·tt d b M J E
rary 1a e Y. Would you care to read
could anything be more devastating mi e
Y
·• · _·__
one before exams? White Ladies by
· B re tt Young is th e st ory of
F ranCis
than to flunk a course in LeaderE.
L.
Stover:
(to
his
botany
46
a
girl
who falls in love with another
ship?
class in wood anatomy) "And those house, White Ladies an estate beobjects in that cell are gumdrops)' longing to a neighboring decaying
A press conference is not a heavy
Submitted by J. B.
aristocracy. She bears a son to indate.
EisTc
1 herit
her home and he-but read it
LIKE SNACK OF SNAKE?
for yourself. Although this book is
There's no use joining the Science
good hair cut just doesn't happen
--large in structure it remains thin in
Say it with f:owers this Mother's A
-it is the resu:t of long experience
club. They don't have anY' dances.
A rattlesnake banquet is the lat- material. The love of an inanimate Day. - Carroll Florist, 413 Seventh an!l careful attention. You can get
est social event being planned at thing is somehow stronger than that Street. Phone 39.
that kind of service at the
The Easter!~ Quarterly is blue. So Eastern. Only the bravest of the of animate things.
There is the
--EISTC--much safer than red!
Zoology students will attend. Mr. European tradition of holding on to
What you're looking for. at the price
Gersbacher plans to order the meat one's estate always in the foreground. you want them, with gracious service I
'College Press Body to
Meet." and has been taking orders in his • John Boynton Priestley has writ- -you'll find all three when shopping
Southwest Corner of Square
Gathering up the torso, eh?
classes. He was surprised to find ten a book of description and travel at News advertised business houses.
·----------------------------------------that his high school students are I and social conditions in England . For
Every "grind" has his day, and the 1 more willing t o try the meat than are I a non-fiction perhaps you would enthing that gripes us is that that day his college students.
joy his Engl!sh Journey.
He dealways seems to be examination day.
scribes his book as " a rambling but
___
truthful accou;nt of what one man J
We understand that the "apple- is preparing for a big season at said and heard and felt and thought
polishers" are calling their apples MacGregor's Rest this year.
during the autumn of 1933." There 'j
"May apples."
are pictures of industrial life which .
Compound Interest Retro.-a.ctively
are filled with ugliness and filth. In j
For mankind we have produced the spite of these pictures it is not a deA "semi-formal" in these parts
means that the faculty wear tux- following organization: Future Veterans pressing book. He gives no solution
of Practice Teaching, affectionately to or remedy for the conditions he deedos and the boys brown suits.
be referred to as the F. V. P. T. We scribes and he rightly should not do I
How about "semi-formal" exam- want our jobs now while we're still so. The three hundred and thirty- I
young enough to spend the money.
two pages are all readable and one
inations?
Whereas and as where we shall all can begin anywhere and end anyThe real "grind" is the fellow who eventually take practice teaching, we where - it is, in other words, a very
It is a brilliant
tries to write a humor column the desire to be assured that we shall not "skipable" book.
have
died
in
vain.
Cash
or
carry,
the
study
and
worth
one's
attention.
night before a term paper is due.
idea is a good one. May we be saved
EI'3Tc--Certified
J
Gossip has it that Tom Keene is from professional education as the
Car washing, 50 cents. Simonizing or
COLD STORACE
going to take a trip on that money he boys from Princeton desire to be saved \\rax'ing, $2.50.-Charles Meyer, Phone
won on bank night.
H e has al- from professional patriot ism. Are you 624.
Keeps Furs like New
ready had three proposals of marriage. with us, Kappa Delta Pi.
ARM weather dries out
Life's Lesson
1 Do not believe all you hear about
the natural oils that
Life is like that,
The Last Trump! We don't under- )
keep furs soft and supple.
Or so they say;
stand the jokes ourself.
sleek and glossy-refrigerat1
Good recitations
ed cold storage is the only
La.st but a day.
A convention is a meeting to which
place they're safe from heat
And hopes of springtime
you go to find out that the other feland moths-it makes them
May even fail
lows aren't getting anywhere either. Or
last longer.
Just because of
the place to which you go to find out
Phone us to call for your fursStore cloth coats too-the
The morning mail.
what a good place you come from.
(Fonnerly the Cash Grocery)
our
storage rates are very low
rate is very moderate.
The last sign of spring - - the
The Warbler editor is the fellow who
Warblers appear.
gets sentimental about the school nine
months before graduation.
Have you had your "light preIf Eastern gets that organ, nobody
scription" filled yet? And don't forget that bott le of old Indian herb will ever find out we don't know the
words to the school song.
Sixth & Madison
bitters.
Entirely New Stock-Flresh Meats

!t Pays to Look Well

~--EISTC---

HOLMES BARBER
SHOP

I

I

I

Now Open
for Business

•

W

Wink's Grocery
Complete Line of
Groceries

Don't forget to elect a president
for the Women's League!
Is we all buddies? Or nobuddies?
Signed: Ole Poker Face.
Mr. MacGregor informs us that he

And while you're at it, dig
little sassafras for us, brother.

up

a

•
•

WILLIA.l\1 WINKLEBLACK, Prop.

F. E. SCHEIDKER

In perSJonal charge of all Fur
Repairing and Cleaning

•

PHONES 122-234
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D a t e B UreaU I S

NEWS WRITER FINDS
CIGGIE TOLL AT EI

Interview Topic!

Elmer's Question Baffles Easterners; Men, Women
And Children
Beams Over Press Meet Assignment
'Just-Ask-Me Elmer'

Mr. Burris and Mr. Seymour of the
faculty were assisting a cross-word
puzzle club at one of the popu ar re·
I freshments establishments last Friday.
They stayed until the answers got
tough, and then gave the puzzles back
to the boys. Can't we find something
that the faculty can't do?
John Turney wins the tissue paper
rain hat this week for snappy remarks. The conversation had drifted
I around to knotholes. John was qule
for quite a while and then said, "A
knothole is knot nothing." This crack
1 must be spelled correctly or the school
teachers wi:l think John is very illiterate. (Was that warning aimed at the
editor?)

Royal Typewriters
Repairing

E. L. CHURCH
505 No. 22nd Street

MATTOON

I

ILLINOIS

.------------------------------------------------------------------

c.

A.

ADKINS

Groceries and M'e ats

We Carry a Complete Line of
School Supplies

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

WHITE
PLUMBING & HEATING

USOL

COMPANY

Plwnbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work

What you're looking for, at the price
Teachers College high school won the
you
want them, with gracious service
sweepstakes trophy in the annual lit-you'll find all three when shopping
C".ive Dick, Mgr.
erary music, track and field meet h eld at News advertised business houses.
at Paris last Saturday. TC scored 61
points, representing 45 points in literary
and music events and 16 in track and
field competition.
Joe Snyder was individual scorer of
the day with first in both divisions of
competition. He placed first in the
boy's solo event, and won the shot put
and discus events.
In winning the
shot, he set a new EI League record of
46 feet 61h inches. The old record was
East Side Square
Open Day a.nd Night
only two inches over 44 feet.
Robinson placed second in the sweepstakes competition.
Paris won the
track and field meet. Casey was sec'Ond, and Charleston high school finishPrivate Dining Room for Parties and Banquets. Chicken
ed third. TC was fourh.

PHONE 295

Welcome! . .... I. C.P.A.

• • Creosote
• •
Doubles the Life
of Wood
0

Oil

PHONE 85

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.

A. G. FROM MEL

E. I. Faculty- Students- Delegates

A Full Line of Hardware, Paints, Dishes, Kitchen Utensils, Tools,
Outlery and Sporting Goods

EAST SIDE CAFE

We Also Repair Suitcases, Bags, Trunks a.nd All Leather Goods
"See Us Before You Buy"

'

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 492

$5.50 Meal Tickets for $5.00

Served on Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and ·S unday.

- - - E ISTC,- - -

Death last month cut short the brilliant career of Frank H. Simonds,
economics expert. One of his latest
books, "American Foreign Policy in the
Post-War Years" may be had at the
library.

HOT ROLLS EVERY MEAL

A. DAVIS

NOW

ON

A

STICK

ICE CREAM

Spring FormalsThoroughly Cleaned .. Delicately Finished

BEAUTY SHOP
North Side Square

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers

SPECIALIZING
in All Kinds of
BEAUTY WORK
Phone 1506

&

DUNCAN

New!

SMOOTH FREEZE MAKES MEADOW GOLD

MARINELLO

W. C. Peters, Prop.

ESKIMO PIE
5c

Big!

l

BYRON MILLER, Proprietor
ALTERATIONS

PHONE 404

REPAIRING

~----------~~------------------------~

RICHER- CREAMIER
Remember the Carry Home Package

Meadow Gold Dairy
PHONE 7

7th & VAN BUREN
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Annual Dinner Held Saturday
·By Charleston Club of ChiCago

Page

Ninth Band Concert
Given Here Sunday

Seven

Eighth Grade GuardIsTCry
hose Pins!
of Phi Sigs
Entrants Win

The ninth annual Spring Concert by
Pins ahoy girls! The winter pledges
the Teachers College band was given
or the Phi Sigma Epsilon, national
H. DeF. Widger is Toastmaster ·····•···········••·••·······················••····· Sunday afternoon in the auditorium before
an
audience
of
about
500
peop!e,
Training
School
Duo
Beat
College
social
fraternit:\Y received their pins
F
orma
l
A
ttire
Is
at Annual Event; Toasts Patwho
attended
despite
a
heavy
r·ain.
Seniors
for
Annual
Math
Club
Wednesday
April 22. The pins, orterned After Chapel Talks by
Suitable a t Fire
From
Richard
w
.
weckel
comes
the
Ciphering
Title!
dered
from
the
Burr Paterson and
L. C. Lor d Are Features.
following:
.
Auld
Co.,
of
Detroit,
were presented
Fashion experts may say what
1
"The
program,
as
printed
in
the
last
Two
eighth
grade
Training
school
to
Herbert
Clawson,
Gene
Lederer,
they will, but we maintain that
Featured by unusual toasts presentissue
of
the
News,
was
played
very
~u~~s
defeated
the
college
senior
team
~~r~
Linch,
Robert
Anderson,
Jim
formal dress is the correct thing
ed by former students of the college,
well
and
all
the
Band
members,
who
m
e
annual
Math
Club
C~phering
_IC
ae,
Eldon
Brown,
and
James
to wear to watch a fire. We will
. Contest held. Wednesday evening, April RICe. The stout assertions of the
the annual dinner meeting of the prove this for the benefit of those have spent much time in pr ct··
the
past
week
deserve
praise
a
fo~ce
t~~
122, in the High School Assembly Room, g~oup of their intentions to keep the
Charleston Club of Chicago was held who doubt its truth.
part
they
played
in
the
success
of
the
at 7:30 p. m.
pms bode ill for the ladies.
at the Woman's
At 8:15 Thursday evening, apConcert.
However,
a
few
individuals
Yvonne
Bell
and
Ralph
Closson,
the
A few girls probably have different
University club
proximately eighty people were
were
outstanding
for
their
solo
parts,
eighth
graders,
won
by
only
one
point
ideas
on_ the subject. In such a case
in Chicago Satwatching a garage burn to the
the
most
promil}ent
being
the
solo
over
the
seniors,
Wilma
Nuttall
and
the
destmy
of the pins is easily forurday eveninlgl.
ground. The fire was in the
trumpet
player,
Mr.
Alvin
Pigg.
Mr.
Clara
Balmer,
to
receive
the
$2.50
prize
seen.
Abo',It 100 Eastcountry and of course some peo---EISTC--Pigg did excellent work on the solo for the best team. The prize of $1.00
erners, including
P~e had rushed to the scene withformer students,
out thinking of correct attire. But parts in the Stephen Foster melodies for the second best team went to 1ne DEMONSTRATION GIVEN
FOR CLOTHING CLASS
fa c u 1 t y, an d
about fifty of the eighty present and on the bugle calls in the Grand seniors. Wilma Nuttall won the $1.00
Military
_
Fantasia.
Miss
Mary
Elizabeth
for
the
best
individual,
with
Marvln
friends, w e r e
were in formal dress, thus proving
present.
tha it is correct to dress formally Inman p~ayed the Harp Cadenza in the Ri:ce of the Math club, gaining secMiss Ruth Haines, a representative
Stephen Foster melodies very com- ond honors by defeating Yvonne Bell
to attend a fire.
Verlon Ferguof the Singer Sewing Machine ComWhat? Maybe they just stopped mendably. Others who had so~o parts in ciphering off a tie. Other teams pany, gave several demonstrations on
s o n arranged
on
the way home from the Play- and deserve praise for holding up their entered besides the two winners were the use of machine attachments last
this year's proers Banquet? Oh, well, some peo- end of the work are: Paul Wakefield, from the Freshman Class, the Math Wednesday. Each girl taking clothing
gram.
tl'ombone; Loren Jenne, baritone; club, and the seventh grade.
ple are crepe-hangers.
V. Ferguson
received a complete set of materials
The program
Thomas Chamberlin, bassoon, and
Mary Rosalie Bear a~a Anna Balmand instructions for the book of
.......................................•............
Ralph Mcintosh, clarinet. I also wish I er compos~d the committee in charge samplers. Miss Haines stayed three
of the evening was divided into two
to thank Mr. Joe Wilson, snare drum- 1 of conductmg the contest. The judges
parts-formal and informal. For the
days, and during that time she gave
mer from the Charleston High School, for ~he event were Miss Hendrix, Mr. individual he!p to sixty students.
first part, toasts were delivered in the NYA Is Aiding
his assistance on the program."
Wyhe, Mr. Taylor, and Gene Lederer.
style of talks given in chapel by the
Eastern Students forRobert
Meyers baritone a favorite
Monroe Hall, president of the Math
A representative of the company also
late president, Livingston C. Lord.
with local audie~ces, san~ a group of club,. anno.unced the date of ~he ~ext serviced all of the Singer machines.
Each toast was like one of the stories
One hundred fifty-four Eastern three numbers.
he read.
( meet:ng Will b~ May 12, at whi:ch time
students
have
benefited
from
the
electiOn of officers for next year will
H. DeF. Widger, as t oastmaster, was
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done
EISTC
b h ld
New
Deal's
efforts
to
aid
college
stuin charge of the introductions and
STUDENTS
PARTICIPATE
e
e
.
---EISTC--BRADING'S
comments. He also read the first toast, dents. These students are from 29
IN RALLY FOR LEADERS Have a Heart! Treat your watch as
counties. Following is the list of
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
written by Theodore Cavins '26, who
counties and number of students
you would a friend. We do guaranteed
Phone 173
was unable to attend because of illThe Coles County Home Bureau held watch repairing at moderate prices.from each. Coles county of course
North
of Square on 7th St.
ness. His toast was entitled, "The Eleleads the list, being the resident its Local Leader training school in c. P . Coon, 408 Sixth street.
phant's Child" and was a take-off on
county of the college and the leading the Foods Laboratory at Eastern, April
the well-known story.
contributor to the student enroll- 23, during the hours of 10 a. m. to 3:00
Glenn Bennett, accompanied by Mrs. ment. Coles, 42; Clark, 11; Rich- p. m. This school was conducted by ·
Bennett, nee Ruth Maj?r, sang two land, 10; Montgomery, 9; Clay, 8; Miss Glenna A. Henderson, Food and
songs. George Haddock 39, who now Christian Jasper Vermilion 7· Edgar Nutrition specialist from the Home
t~aches English in Proviso Town.ship) Lawrence: Effn~ham, 6; 'c~awford: Economi'cs Extension Service from the
high school, then gave a toast entitled Shelby 4· Moultrie
cumberland University of Illinois.
"The Roman Road."
Dougla:s, B~nd, 3; Cook, Wabash, Fay~
The women attending this school will
Friederich Koch of the Eastern music ette, 2; Ogle, Piatt, Tazwell, White, demonstrate "Quick Breads" in their
Macon, Wayne, Champaign, Sanga- local community groups during the
staff played three zither selections.
month of May.
The last speaker on the formal pro- mon, and LaSalle, 1.
gram, Miss Margaret Gerkin, related
Elsoc--Mrs. Bessie Wilson, Home Adviser for
the county, assisted Miss Henderson.
the story of "The Absent Guest." F ormer EI Stud ent
Miss Gerkin teaches in the Evanston
A simi:ar school was held April 24
public schools.
Succumbs in Chicago at the Mattoon High School.
Custom has changed in recent years,
Miss Orcutt, president of the club,
toward appropriate, comfortable
was in charge of the informal proMajor Char:es Gage Carothers, a
clothes for sports and warm-weather
gram. She introduced President R. G. student here in 1907-8, died at the
Buzzard who spoke of what had been home of his sister, Ida Carothers
occasions. Shoes naturally follow the
done, and what he hoped would be Merriam, on March 30, 1936, the colsame trend - toward authentic fash·
done at Eastern.
lege has learned.
Mrs. Merriam
I
ions which are noted at the world's
Several faculty members, including taught botany here in 1906-7.
famous playgrounds and reproduced
Manufactured
by
Fiske Allen, Miss Isabel McKinney,
Major Carothers received h is destitch-for-stitch from the original cusand E. H. Taylor, were then jestingly gree from Purdue university in 1912.
General Electric
tom-made models by the house of
challenged by former students to ex- Several years he spent as manager of
Crosby
Square. White, brown ruffit,
plain themselves.
the Falls Hollow Staybolt Mills at
nd
brown-and-white
combinations.
a
---lEisT
Cuyahoka, Ohio. He ea;r ned the title
Poetry by Ex-Ed of
of major during the World war
when he became master mechanic in
ecbon r1nte 1 charge of ran transportation in the
sector of which Is-Sur-Til, France
Margaret Servey, graduate from T. was the base.
C. High in 1935, has had two poems
His ashes were interred in Arlingpublished i:n a book, Saplings recent- ton National cemetery, last resting
ly received at the library. This book place of many Army officers.
is the 1934 edition, or ninth in the
---ltiSTC--series, of essays, plays, poems, storFor thespians we
recommend:
ies, and journalism articles all writ- "Acting," by Richard Boleslavski. The
ten by high school students in compe- call number is 792 B63.
tition for the Scholastic National
---EISTe--High School Weekly. The poems Miss
When planning your purchases,
Servey wrote were "Talk to Myself" read the News ads for guidance.
and "Searcher's Cry." Miss Servey
AS ADVERT ISED ,IN ~tjaltfl THE MAGAZINE FOR MEN
was edior of the high school section
cu.
ft.
of the News last year. She is attendFOUNTAIN SERVICE$15.00 for Old Ice Box
ing Stephens College, Columbia, MisGROCERIES
AND
MEATS
souri now and has been writing some
OTHER STYLES
and
poetry for their newspaper and litHome Style 'Cooking
I
erary quarterly.
---EISTC·--608 Sixth St.
Phone 68
LINCOLN INN
Hair cuts to suit college students at
FRONT OF MONTGOMERY
First Door East of Campus
Shortys - Two chairs - Located two
CLEANERS
SMARTEST STYLES
GREATEST VALUES
doors west of the campus on Lincoln.
PHONE 73
D. T. FREELAND
Phone 165.
·.-:1 :.. . •
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~Gentlemen
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$129.00
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*$2.95 $3.95
A & G SHOE MART
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CHARLESTON'S LEADING LIFE UNDERWRITER
H. NOLAN S I MS
representin g

THE WORLD'S LEADING INTERNATIONAL LIFE CO.
Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

~

Offering free service a n d advice on all your life insurance and annuity problems. Let us check your beneficiary
clauses and make any adjustments you may need due to your changed conditions.

TELEPHONE 354

CHARLESTO N, ILLI NOIS
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Lantzmen Lose Close Gaines to Normal, Indiana State
..................................................;~ WAA Cards Picnic
B ROWN E VIDENTLY USED
Banquet This Month

Read Checks EI
For 6 to 2 Win

WRONG BRAND OF 'FIRE '

M c C aleb I s Loser in Well-Pl ayed
G ame S a t urday.

Leroy Brown rea1 ly' trains for the
two-mile run. Last Friday Leroy
was at the DeKalb track meet as a
member of the team. Friday night
after dinner he had a rubdown and
went right to bed. At four o'c~ock
Saturday morning he was up, running up and down the h all in the
hotel, practicing starts and short
sprints. After this violent exercise
he took exercise over the end of the
bed.
Following the bed exercise, Leroy
had a rubdown and breakfast. Another rubdown followed breakfast.
Before lunch another rubdown was
in order. Just before the run started
he grabbed the liniment bottle,
slapped some of the fire-liquid on
his legs, pranced around and was
off to a flying st~rt.
He lasted two laps; his legs were
so tight he could hardly move. He
needed another rubdown.

Sycamores Gain
7 t 0 6 D eClSlOn
• ·

State Normal golfers handed EastThe two outstanding dates left on
the WAA calendar are the banquet to Wobb ly F ielding in Ninth En- ern its first defeat of the season here
be held May 6 and the spring picnic
a b les Hoosiers to Win.
by a score of 12 to 6 in a six-man, 18on May 9.
hole match Saturday afternoon. Led
Catherine Shores and Ruth Miller
Indiana State took our Eastern by Durwood Boone, state champion for
are in charge of the banquet arrange- Teachers into camp at Memorial the past wo seasons, Normal outments. All WAA members who are in- stadium, Terre Haute, last Thursday played E. I. for victory Boone played
terested !n attending should watch the afternoon and spanked them for a 7 39 _ 37~76 for low total of the day.
bulletin board. Also at this time, n ext to 6 ninth inning victory. It all hap - Carl Worland, No. 1 Easterner, gave
pened on a fluke hit in the last of the Boone a stiff battle all the way. He .
year's president will be announced.
The committee in charge of the ninth.
played 39-40 for 79-the same score
With the score tied, bases filled and
picnic has not been definitely an- two out Baker left fielder for State Eddie Gates turned in to beat Poknounced. Fern Tait, president of w AA, hit a g~ounder 'to Lewis who attempt laske. No. 2 ,p.Jayer for Normal.
is acting as general chairman. The club ed to force Peterson at second But
Don Newell halved hi~ m atch with
is expecting to initiate the new picnic T d . k h
d t b ·
Moore, Barry beat Hutchmson of E. I.,
equipment at this time Further an~ rrc w 0d wtahs suphptoseLe ? e covld- Myers and Summers, each playing
1 enng secon
1 t t
·
aug
w1s wou 1 ·
h
·
·
nouncements will be made later.
k th
t f' t
d d'd
't mne o1es, os o Welcher; and Wet1
1
---EisT
rna e
e Pay a. lrs
an
n
land and Fairchild, also having duty
cover. When Lewls saw what was on the 18 lost two of the three points
happening, he threw to first, but too to Doty. '
Play
late. The hitter was safe and Bibbs,
Help Up by Weather ·w ho had been perched on third,
scored the winning ta-lly, thus endCHARLESTON FRUIT STORE
"Game called on account of rain," ing the ball game.
the familiar baseball expression, apEarl Jones was selected to do the
PHONE 531
plied to the first intramural soft-ball! pitching and did a good job for a
1games scheduled to be held Tuesday while too. He allowed one hit in the
FRESH FRUITS. VEGETABLES
afternoon. The ganies were postponed
DAILY
Continued on Next Page
until weather permitted playing.
The teams are taken from pnysicaJ
education classes. The 8 :55 and 9:50 1
~lasses combined to form one team. i
The 1:55, 2:50, and 3:45 classes make I
up teams two, three, and four, respec- I
tively. The games are scheduled ior
every Monday and Wednesday, Pluvius
!Permitting.

Timely hitting behind the sevenhit pitching of Dave Read gave State
Normal university the right to win its
second conference game of the season
there Saturday afternoon when the
Panthers were beaten, 6 to 2.
It was the third straight defeat for
the Lantzmen and the same number
charged against McCaleb.
Normal
collected two runs in the first and
three more in the second.
This
seemed to take the spirit out of
Normal's attack for they scored once
in the third and not again until the
seventh.
Everything looked rosy for Eastern
in the fourth when Lewis, Tedrick,
and Weekley filled the bases with
only one out. But Carlock and Liddle let them down when each swung
three times at a variety of pitched
...............................••..............•.••
balls by Read.
After McCaleb had been nipped for
nine hits in four innings, Coach Lantz
decided to yank him for a pinch hitter. McConnell took it up in the
fifth and a:llowed onlLY one hit
throughout the rest of the game.
A beautiful shoestring catch turn- Holmes Paces Local Scorers ;
ed in by Lewis on a hard-hit ball by
Seven Records Fall.
Matthews topped the day's work in
fielding and saved McCaleb the e;mEastern's thinclads garnered third
barrassment of at least two more place ih a triangular meet at DeKalb
EISTC:- - runs.
Saturday. DeKalb finished first with
Horton, who usually does a good 75 % points, State Normal second with LANTZ IS SPEAKER AT
job in the outfield, had difficulty 63% points, and Eastern third with 23
HIGH SCHOOL EVENT~S j
with a pair of drives when he let I points. Holmes led the Panther's scarthem bounce off to the side. Kes- ing with 10% points; tying for first in
Coach C. P. Lantz was the guest
singer, too, who is rated pretty high the high jump, tying for second in the speaker at two high school athletic !
at third, couldn't get used to the pole vault, placing third in the javelin, banquets, Kansas High School and
grass infield.
winning third in the high hurdles. Day- Newton High School.
Mr. · Lantz's
Tedrick was most dependable at ton tied for fourth in the mile and half topic at the Kansas banquet was "The 1
bat for EI, scoring a run and hitting mile. Anderson was second in the two Future of Coaching." The Dean of 1
twice out of four times at bat. Week- mile, Clark third in the 220, and R:dey the Little Nineteen Coaches discussed
ley also helped out and raised his fourth in the high hurdles to complete "The Transition from High School to
batting average by hitting once out the Panther scoring.
Col!ege Athletics" at the Newton banof two trips to the plate.
This meet marked the first time this quet.
---EisT
season that Bob Anderson, "Little
Nineteen" Cross Country champ, has I
I tasted defeat. Baker of DeKalb led
'
him to the tape in the two mile and
First Class Shoe Rebuilding
0 0
set a field record. It is interesting to
note that all of Eastern's po:nts were
earned by underclassmen, three sophoCharles P. Lantz, for a quarter of a
mores and two freshman.
century the directing genius of East- - - E I ! l T C:- - ern Teachers College's athletic proPHONE 609
gram, and William T. McAndrew, ath- EAST ERN GOLFERS TO
Just South of the Sq11a.re
MEET VIATOR SQUAD
letic director of Southern, who has
on 7th Street
served in the same capacity at the
Eastern State golfers will meet St.
Carbondale school for almost as long,
will be honored guests at a testimonial Viator on the local course tomorrow
dinner to be held at the Hotel Tilden afternoon. The Viatorians whipped the \
for
Hall at Bloomington, Ill., on Thurs- locals last season in a match played at
day, May 20, just prior to the state Bourbonnais. They are expected to
offer another strong team this season.
conference track and field meet.
Thus far this season Eastern has lost to the co'lege student, is something
Admirers of Lantz and McAndrew,
to eat. If you think first of Werfor years the guiding lights of the one match, tied another, and won one.
den's Grocery you will make an A.
- - - E I S T C: - -state conference, have been working on
Sa.y it with flowers this Mother's
plans for this function for sometime,
\~VERDEN
Day.
- Carroll Florist, 413 Seventh
and have engaged Bob Zuppke, colorSouth Side Square
ful University of Illinois football coach Street. Phone 39.
as t he principal spea.ker. There will
be other h'ighlights, including the presentation of an illuminated scroll to
the two chiefs, showing the high regard both men are held in throughout the state confeernce.
1
All conference athletic directors and
coaches, together with a few close
friends will attend the function, which
marks the beginning of a gala weekPOLO-GAUCHO-ZIPPER
end in Bloom'ington-Normal.
STYLE
No two other men have contributed
to the conference as much, and each
has served as president of the league
for many years.

.
EI Takes Third at
DeKalb Saturday

State Normal Golf
T earn Outscores EI

1-M Softball

I

I

Lantz McAndrew

wi JI Be H

I White Shoe Cleaner

I

n red

Campbell Electric
Shoe Shop

~Alive

romance of fiction ... this White
Patent sandal is meant for youth!
The open toe ... cut-outs . . slim
•
lines flatter the foot! The shining_
leather goes perfectly with light
clothes ... and is easily . kept a~
clean as a mirror~ It's a Paris
_Fashion charmer that's going like
wildfire at just . . . . . . ·~ · ,_.

A Subject
Much Thought

GROC.

SMARTEST STYLES

LOCAL NETMEN W ILL
P L AY INDIANA TODAY

· 79c, 98c

Convention delegates will have an
opportunity to see Coach Seymour's net
men in action this afternoon (Friday,
p. m.) on the local courts when they
meet the Indiana State netmen from
Terre Haute.

They're here! The smartest and
most complete stock of sport shirts
to be found anywhere. White, blue,
canary and assorted fancies. Men's
and boys' sizes.

MUR

---ElaTe---

Millikin Game Called Off
The La:ntzmen were scheduled to
meet the Millikin nine here Wednesday but the game was called off when
Millikin decided to drop baseball.

AY~ S

CLOTHING STORE

WELCOMES YOU!
I
II

I
I
I

I

I

You 'll be surprised at t h e l arge stocks and the qua1ity we
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be sa,tisfactory. Everything f (}r t he girl
H OSIERY
U NDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

COATS
DRESSES
S PORTS WEAR
MUSIC

OUR BEAUTY SHOP w ill be p l eased t o render ser vice
a t a ll times. Expert oper ator.

ALEXANDE R ' S

NEW FORD V-8 FOR 1936 . . . . . IT NEEDS NO BREAKING-IN

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

GREATEST VALUES

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store

49c

- - - E I STC---

witlt the glamour ... the

PHONE 666

-
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President R. G. Buzzard Tells IIllinois College and EI S. E. Thomas Interprets New Crisis in
Of Progress iD Drive for Gym Game Twice Postponed Europe for Forum Group Thursday
Architects Begin W,o rk; Presid,e nt Feels that Contracts May
Be Let Some Time This Month.

Softball Tourney Is
Opened by P. E. Group

The intramural softball tournament
President R. G . Buzzard and Eastern State students and faculty are was officially opened Thursday aftermarking time until construction on a noon on Lincoln Field.
new $350,000 health-education buildTeam one played team two and team
ing begins a>
t the moment all pl~s three played team four. They were the
are drawn and approved by the state first games of an eight game schedule
architect.
that will continue until May 27.
In a recent message to alumni
The 8:55 and 9:50 morning c·asses
through THE EASTERN QUARTER- were combined and form team one. The
LY, Mr. Buzzard said:
1:55 afternoon c:ass constitutes team
"... From the fund of one million two. The 2:50 and 3:45 classes were
dollars for buildings and betterments known as teams three and four reat the five state teachers colleges ap- spectively.
Gray sweatshirts with an emblem of
propriated by the 59th General Assembly, the State Normal School Board, two bats crossing and a ball in the
with the consent of Governor Henry middle will be presented to each playHorner. has allotted $350,000 for a I er of the winning team who particiHealth Education building at Charles- pates in at least 75 per cent of the inton. On April ninth Governor Henry nings played.
- - - E I S T C··- - Horner authorized the State Architect, Mr. C. Herrick Hammond, to employ outside aid in drawing the plans,
writing the specifications, and super7-6
vising the construction of a Health
Continued from Preceding Page
Education building. Mr. Hammond
has contracted with the firm of Hew- third and two in the fifth. But in the
itt, Emerson, and Gregg of Peoria for. sixth Indiana really got to him and
this service.
pounded him for four hits netting
" . .. 'Plans should be complete by four runs. These runs with two in
t he middle of May, according to the the fifth led Coach Lantz to change
architects, and the contracts will then pitchers. McConnell took it up in the
be let by open competitive bid. Con- seventh and eighth, allowing only
struction should begin in June, and one hit. In the ninth he was jerked
completion should be recahed in about for a pinch hitter.
McCaleb was
ten months."
then chosen for the ninth frame as1 signment.
But a hit, walk, and error
I proved costly because it enabled the
Statesmen to push across the run
that decided the ball game.
Weekley and Lewis looked the best
at bat for Eastern, each getting two
hits out of four times up.
Weekley
hit a double in the first and a triple
Eddie J acquin, Illini sports writer, in the second.
is probably the most successful person in sports writing in making nicktrackman. All because of a safety
names stick. His favorite is to use pin!
"Howie" for Howard. He nicknamed Howard Carson, varsity fullback
When Carbondale played foot(and former Charleston High star)
ball
at Normal la~t fall Carbon"Howie," and now we find one of the
dale
was
assigned a dressing room
Tilini pitchers is called "Howie" Berg.
in which was a printed sign "Beat
Carbondale."
As you remember
Aside from
pitching
Coach
Normal did defeat Carbondale.
Lantz has probably the best balWho sayS! psychology doesn't pay?
anced Panther Nine m the school's
Later that afternoon some "Southhistory'. Past seasons he has had
erner'' printed on that same sign
difficu ty in finding a lead-off
"Remember
Teachers
College
man. Horton and Kessinger are
Meet?" It will be recalled that Carboth excellent 'lead off men. He
bondale had defeated Normal in
has a fine defensive outfield in
that meet. Evident~y the "SouthHorton, Tedrick, and R. Carlock,
erner" had studied Education but
and should Curry and Shaw show
had forgotten the "sow· grapes'' rethe ability they did last season
action.
he could secure more punch in the
outfield but he would have to
sacrifice some of his defensive
talent. He has a hard hitting reserve first baseman in C. Carlock.
As a team the Panther h itting
has been better than most "LitCHOCOLATES
tle Nineteen" teams.

Indiana State Tops
Diamond Crew,

=:::=:=:=:=:==========

Ahletes base superstition on safety
pins ! Bob Grieve, Illini halfback
and dashman, has eight safety pins
on the arm of his sweat shirt which
came from the numbers pinned on
his back in track meets. He declares
this to be the dominating factor in
his winnings. Bob Holmes, Panther
forward and trackman, always plays 1
with a safety pin in his jersey number in basketball. Two years ago he
was the leader of a team which went
to the quarterfinals of the state
tourney and the last two seasons he
has been an outstanding forward and

for MOTHER'S DAY
Her favorite confections •• •
here direct from the makers
••• in a rich variety of beauti·
fully de cora ted packages. Call in
and make your selection NOW.

Rain and wet grounds forced postponement of Eastern's scheduled game
against Illinois College baseball players at Jacksonville this week. The
game was originally billed for Tuesday. Rain that day caused officials
to set the dme for Wednesday. When
it rained that day, the game was advanced to Thursday. This makes the
second postponement of the season.
EI's scheduled game with Indiana
Central Normal as the first game of
t.he season had to be called off because of inclement weather.
---EISTC---

FIDELIS ENTERTAINED
BY SPONSOR SLOAN
The Fidelis club were the dinner
guests of Mr. Sloan the sponsor, at
the Charleston Country Club last
Tuesday evening. Willard "Slugger"
Duey served as toastmaster.
After
dinner the group told stories and sang
around the !arge fire place. Mr. Alter
and Mr. MacGregor were also guests.
- - - E I S T·e - - -

THINCLADS MEET NORMAL
Eastern thinclads are encountering
State Normal at State Normal in a
dual meet this afternoon. (Friday, May

"In general I wish to say that enou~h 1r~ady t~ figh~. She is .not pre~~red
things have happened recently m e1ther fmanc:ally or Wlth suff1c1ent
Europe to have started two or three · military force. In about two years she
world wars in 1913. All this is indi- may be prepared, if her economic concative of the fact that they have not ditions does not grow worse.'
yet got over the last war. It also deIn regard to the three great northfinitely shows that the European peo- ern European powers he said, "Engpie do not want war," said Simeon E. land, France, and Germany are strugThomas, head of the history depart- gling to avoid war; however, Hitler has
ment, as he addressed the Forum club just about gone the limit of his bluff,
on the present European situations, and some incident may occur which
Thursday evening, April 23 .
will make peace impossible. There have
"Hitler's attitudes and actions have been interesting diplomatic activities
complicated the European s~tuation between England, France and Germany
immensely," Mr. Thomas stated. "His endeavoring to settle the problem withsudden movement into the Rhine val- out either Germany or France losing
ley has caused strained re·ations be- prestige."
tween England and France, two powers
which formerly stood together. Hitler's
sudden action puts another card in
Mussolini's hand, and places France in
The Landis Lock-Stitch method of
a delicate position. lf France presses shoe repairing gives longer wear,
claims against Germany, the latter can greater comfort and new appearimp!y a union with Italy or Japan. If ance.
she presses claims against Italy, Mussolini: can infer a union with Germany.
"Germany, Italy, and Japan are the
three great aggressor nations," said Mr.
PHONE 74
Thomas, "Germany however, is not • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

The GOLDEN RULE
SHOE SHOP

1) .

highest quality ~of dry
cleaning and the speediest service, and aJs.o, the highest quality
of laundry in the city, call MONTGOMERY CLEANERS and
Laundry Service.

For the

---EISTC:---

JOHN RITCHIE RETURNS
John Ritchie, who recently submitted to an appendectomy, is again in
school. Ritchie was stricken three
weeks ago.

MONTGOMERY CLEANERS

---EISTC:---

608 SIXTH ST.

Patronize our News· advertisers !

TODAY, FRIDAY & Saturday, May 1-2-

''A Message to Garcia''
Also Comedy & March of Time
SUN.-MON.-May 3-4-

Continuous Sunday, Starting 1:30

loc & 25c till 5: ~0; t "!!en 10c & 30c

SHE.-GAVE ·HER .H eart TO-ASTRANGE MAN
... anJ then hac:l to battle for his love!
But you can't stop a girl like Kay Brannan
.... young, daring, beautiful ... when she
sets out to get everything from life ... and
holds back nothing to win it!

BEN AMES
WILLIAMS'
FINEST
STORY ..
now screen
romance
as you
like it!

Directed by William A. Wellman
Produced by HUNT STROMBERG

~ay

ALSO
TUESDAY IS BANK NITE-

NEW~S-ACT-MONDAY

2 :30-7 :00-9 :00

ADM. 25c TO ALL

Joan BENNETT in "BiG BROWN EYES"

BOOK &
STATIONERY STORE

ADM. 10c & 25c

WED. 8J THURS.-

Henry FONDA-Margaret SULLA VAN in

''THE MOON'S OUR HOME''

Phone 428
GIFTS

Shows 2:30-7:00-9 :00

Phone 270

East Side Sq.

COME TO

NEWSPAPERS

ADM. lOc & 25c

THE CANDY SHOP

For Mother's Day Cards with just the right sentiment and
a ca.rd. for all occasions

KING BROS.

PHONE 68

LINCOLN

SUNDAY·, MAY 10
Is Mother's

Consider This Fact-

MAGAZINES

ALSO NEWS-COMEDY-

SHOWS 2 :30-7 :00-9 :00
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Secretary Speaks
The Alum ni association of Eastern
Illinois State Teachers college will convene Saturday, May 9, for its annual
social and business meeting. Th e association customarily meets on Commencement Day late in May or early
in June.
Urge Alumni t o At t end

Christine Dearnbarger, secretarytD:easurer of the Alumni association,
has extended the following invitation
to all former students.
"We hope you have not already
made plans for Saturday evening, May
9, because we should like to make an
engagement for you. That is the date
set for our E. I. S. T. C. Alumni dinner and dance. The committee hopes
to make this a very happy and memorable time for those who can manage to
come.
"President R. G . Buzzard has consented to give the Address of Welcome.
"As a representative of the Alumni,
Mrs. Marguerite Bainbridge will lead
us 'From out of the Dark Ages.'
"Jack Austin, president of the senior
class, will make a prophecy 'Our Class
as Future Alumni.'
"There will be a number of other two
or three minute speeches by members
of the Alumni: association and the
graduating class.
"We are also expecting many prominent Alumni who will add interest and
gayety to this affair.
"It is seldom possible to have a cherished hope fulfilled, but we are delighGed to inform you that we can do that
for you this year. Friederick Koch
has promised to play his zither for us.
What ~eater pleasure could any
alumnus wish at an alumni dinner!
What happy memories Mr. K och an d
his music recall for us!
Glen Bennett t o Sing

"A unique feature of the program
will be songs by Glen Bennett of Oak
Park accompanied by Mrs. Bennett,
whom some of us, no doubt, remember
better as Miss Major.
"When we tell you that Emily Orcutt
is to be Toastmistress, we feel sure that
you will be looking forward to an unusually good time.
"With Miss Nathile McKay's help we
are planning a delicious dinner. And,
men of the Alumni, take note. This
dinner won't consist solely of salad and
desert.

Wayne Neal has been appointed
quartermaster
of the Lair cooperative
Miss Harris Expects Fund to Be
dining
service
for the year 1936-37 to
Completed by Commencement .
succeed Willard Duey. There is still
an opening for anyone interested in
"At present, the Livingston C. Lord
cooking for the dining service next
memorial fund contains about $1500.
We hope to add $500 to that by com- year.
mencement," said Miss Ruby Harris.
Vincent Kelly, Lair house president,
The fund was established in the fall announces that the dining service will
of 1933 by ·t he Alumni Associat'ion of operate during the summer term minus
the Teachers College in memory of II the co?perative feature, and that the
Livingston c . Lord, president of East- cost Will run beween $3.25 and $3.50.
ern, 1899-1933.
Anyone seeking a reservation may see
A scholarship is awarded annually at Willard Duey, who will continue as
Commencement from the interest on manager during the summer term.
-----EISTC--the fund to a junior or senior student
whose character, scholarship, and skill COUNCIL MEMBERS ARE
in teaching promise service of distincCHOSEN IN ELECTIONS
tion in ·t he field of education.
Voluntary contributions have been
At class meetings Tuesday the
made oy alumni, high school and col- members of the Student Council for
lege students, faculty members, and 1936-37 were chosen. The freshman
former faculty members.
class representatives are Violet Podesta
- - - - - E O STC>-----and Glenn Sunderman.
The sophomore representatives are
George Buck, Mary Alice Harwood, and
Thomas Endsley.
The junior class selected as its memA series of papers presented in combers,
Maxine Harrod, Don Cavins, Gene
memoration of the 50th anniversary of
Lederer,
and John Lewis.
Charles M. Hall's discovery of a pro- - - - - E I S T C,- - cess for the production of cheap a~um
inum was the contribution of the chemPat ronize our News advertisers!
ical division of the physical science department toward Wednesday's Science
N. E. Corner Square.
PHONE 220
club meeting.

The present sophomores and juniors
will
be given an opportunity to pre-------------------------------register from May 11 to May 21 inclusive. Students in these two classes
should consult the head of the department in which they are majoring and
Miss Blanche Thomas or F . A. Beu in
regard to their program of study before
registering as there are several changes
in the catalogue ·for next year. The
major changes are:
1. Students majoring in English are
not required to take English 35, 31, 37.
These courses may be taken as e~ect
ives.
2. A major in music is now offered.
The third year of music will be given
next year and a fourth year the following year.
3. All students in four-year curricula desiring to certifi'cate at the end
of two years must include penmanship,
as well as Library 20 and two years of
physical training, in their program.
These people will a~so be given a test in
Geography, Arithmetic, and Grammar.
4. The requirements for graduation
and certification are the same.
5. Persons planning to take practice
HAROLD ROBBINS
teaching should see Dr. Cook before
registering as to the hour they will
take practice teaching.
' 6. People majoring in elementary
education are required to take one
term of
integrated
mathematics
(Mathematics 39) in their junior year.

Alumni Day Chairma n

First Alumni Dinner Will Be
Held in Pemberton Hall Saturday Night; Speakers, Entertainment Are to Be Features.

Austin Will Speak

Memorial Fund Is Wayne Neal W ill Be
Lair Quartermaster
Near Completion

P re-Reg. Information
Announced at Office

Annual Alumni Day to Be Held
At Eastern Saturday, May 9th

Papers Presented at
Science Group Meet

Recital Makes Hit
With Collegians
B y J ack Keene

- - - E I S T C' - - -

DeKalb purchased an organ several
weeks ago and since then enthusiastic
students around EI have wondered why
we couldn't afford one too. Mr. Buzzard, too asked, "Why not?"
Mr. Bennet went ahead to tell who
would be able to play it. He said: "An
•
.
expenenced p1pe organ player would
be able to play within half ~n hour. A
piano player wou.l~ need a llttle longer
time because of the controls. As s oon
as he or ~he becomes acquainted with
these, its operation becomes simple."
Mr. Buzzard suggested that the
alumni be told of this instrument and
perhaps would appreciate paying not
more than a dollar apiece toward its
purcha.se.

KRACKER BO X

F red Fletcher, Prop.

tive, refused to make any promises
about the time of appearance of the
year book, especially in view of the fact
that a small amount of engraving
work is still to come from the engraving company in Chicago.
Mr. Elam returned Tuesday morning,
having stayed overnight with Roy Wilson former editor of the News who is
'
'
I
employed as an assistant m anaging 1
editor in the Hartman-Jefferson of- 1j
fices.

I

LARGE SHOWING
of

I

Beautiful Wash Frocks

I

The first annual office force dinner
was held Wednesday evening at 6:30
in the Practical Arts building. Pres,i dent R. G. Buzzard discussed "Cooperation" after dinner at the request
of Miss Blanche Thomas, who was
Thomas Hart Benton drawings are
largely
responsible for the m:igination
on exhibit in the Art Room beginning
of
this
annual
affair.
Friday, May 2. The display is being
brought to Eastern under the auspices
of the College Art club.
Miss Gladys Watkins, head of the art .
department of the Southern Illinois !
State Teachers College at Carbondale,
will speak here in connection with the
Benton exhibit, Wednesday, May 6.
FREE COFFEE
The display of paintings is open to
with every 15c lunch
the public, free of charge, and a special invitation is being extended by the
art department to delegates of the IlliOperated by "Bob" and "Ab"
nois College Press Convention.

I

YELLOW CAB CO.

M~mL.~~.~n~gre~~m~- 1 ~------------------------------~

EosTc

Thomas Har t Benton
Paint ings Exhibited

J UNIOR LEAGUERS NAMED

Junior cla.ss League Council members
Bob Waters
Stanley Elam, Warb:er editor, journ- elected Tuesday are Betty Jane Ewing I
eyed Monday to Springfield to clear and Ruth Clapp.
The sophomore
up the last of the Warbler copy so
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
that the Hartman-Jefferson presses mH~lml berTshareFHehlen Hall anMd DorJothy
. .
1 s.
e res men are
ary ane
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow
may start
the. prmtmg of the book Kell y a n d E s t h er w·1seh ar t .
.
proper Immediately.
I

FIRST ANNUAL OFFICE
F ORCE DINNER GIVEN

-----S:ISTC,-----

---EISTc----

ELAM FINISHES WORK
ON WARBLER MONDAY

Lovers of music gathered around the
stage in the auditorium recently to
hear W. J. Bennet, salesman for Hammond Clock company, give an electric
organ recital.
Requests were played for about an
hour and then discuss.ion between Mr.
Buzzard and the student body opened.
Immediately they "decided" to purchase
the instrument for $1,310, F. 0. B.
Charleston.

I

o:osTc-

by

--

FACULTY DANCE GIVEN

__
The first annual faculty dance for
townspeople was held in the college
auditorium Wednesday evening. About
seventy couples were present.
About
90 townspeople attended. The Novelty
Six of Effingham provided music.

I

NELLY DON, SACSON and OTHER

FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS
Lace, Voiles, Broadcloth, Linen,
Batiste, Blister Sheers
Light or Dark Shades

STUDENTSYour Patronage Will Be
Appreciated

$1.95, $2.95 up to $10.95

Complete Greasing Service
STA,NDARD OIL PRODUCTS

DRESS-WELL SHOPS

NEWELL'S
SERVICE STATION

Stylists for Women and Misses

a.t Tenth and LincO'ln

m

Aw ard
Sweaters
'

: ( ...

'

. "', ....-._.,..'

, .. - -~~ - ,!__ ..

-

--. ~;

Made to your individu~l measurements and
se•r vice stripe specifications with such exceptional features as hand finished and full fashioned construction, and re-enforced knitting
at the elbows, at the modest prices according
to weight of

-

•

Spalding T ennis Rackets
a nd Tennis Balls
now

stoc~ed

for the c·o nvenience of
T. C. tennis players .

•

Linder Clothing .Company

INV~A.T'S

BROWMbRtSHOE STOAE
OJ"o. LOU•
HC\ '"; 11

I.IV

CHARLI:STON
ILL.

IJOV HOUT
<-;•t<JI

~.

"On the Corner"
'

.

.

..... · ....-,..

..

-.
'

'..

.
'

•
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3EAUTY , , Ella
G. Choate, soph,
!more Pi Beta Phi, is
he new University
f Louisville campus
aueen.

EARL MEADOWS, University of Southern
California, won the Far West indoor track
meet pole vault event with this jump of 13 feet,
872 inches.

MERRITT BUSH, University of Chicago all,
conference tackle, lead the Maroon water
polo team against Big Ten contenders for the tank
game championship.

AN END RUN AROUND A CUTICLE is grid star Harry Ream's ..sport"
these days, for he's working his way through Columbia University
doing manicuring in a near'caJDpus shop.

pHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS are now used in cold cure research in the.
Northwestern University laboratory of Prof. Robert Cashman, one of the
outstanding scientists searchmg for a cure for the common cold.

CHARLOTTE SIEHLER has been chosen as one
of the eight outstanding beauties at Duke University.

Mrs. Ogden Reid, Columbia's Pres. Butler Honcrr
Dean Gildersleeve (right) at Celebration ·

Barnard's Chief
1\F HER cairn terrier, Dean Virginia ~r~heron
v- Gildersleeve of Barnard College once satd: Th~re

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE students and faculty members examine their recently acquired
copy of A Mechanical Account of Poisons published in 17o8. Typical quotation from it: "To give an
exact and particular Account of the Natur of Poisons, is no easie Matter; but to Discourse more intelligibly
of them than Authors have hiterto done, not very Difficult."

President Demands Freedom for Education .: ·-·~·~·,!,····:
OF A TRUE EDUCAQUALITIES
TION were outlined by President
Roosevelt following his receipt of a Doctor
· of Jurisprudence degree from Temple
University. • Said the PreSident: "First
amQng these attributed is a sense of fair
play among men . . . The second great
attribute of education is . . . a sense of
equality among men when they are dealing
with the things of the mind . . . Finally,
a true education depends upon freedom in
the pursuit of truth. No group and no
government can properly prescribe precisely what should constitute the body of
knowledge with which true education is
concerned."

.. Education depends upon freedom." ·

is nothing be.t ter to prevent a lady froin becomm~
maidenly than a lot of puppies aroumt the ho~- ,
The utterance comes from a woman who has JUSt
completed twenty-five years as head of Barnard. A
quarter of a century ago the opinion might have sug·
gested levity. Today it is typical of a dean who has
transformed a seminary for ladies into a collegef0!or
modern women.
Dean Gildersleeve has passed a life-time of work ·
the several square blocks that Barnard occupies
New York City. She was a student there, an ·
tor, and at 33 dean. From the start she sought to
the college walls no convent walls. Though she
fers the example of the classics as a view of life,
saw to it .that Latin was abandoned to make room
pressing current educational matters. In New Y
City, center of art and slums, she has .found a
nificent workshop for her students.
Tribute to Dean Gildersleeve was told of one
realistically kept pace with the times, without com•
promising the intellectual. For herself she has won
strong affection from those whose tastes and · '"' ...·,,.. '".
are sound.

Red Ties and

Temple's library dedicated at President's convocation

TO USE the word red on the University of
campus is not necessarily to refer to economic
political menace. The chances are it will be :::.J::J::nmPC1
Dr. Henry Winston Harper is being spoken
Thit;ty-nine years at Texas, he has always worn a
bow tie, the same type of shoes, and has
carried an umbrella.
·
.
Of Virginian ancestry, Dr. Harper was born ·
the hustle and bustle of Mis..
sissippi steamboat traffic. First
a pharmacy graduate from Philadelphia, he studied medicine at
the University of Virginia after
a term as a practical druggist.
From the Choctaw Indians ofTexas he learned to make perfume, not snake oil, for commercial use.
At present dean of Texas'
graduate school and senior chemistry professor, he has scoured
Texas in chemical research of a hundred
kinds. On the campus he has a reputation as an inter
national scholar who takes as lively an interest in hi
protege, John Boles of the films, as he does the study o
waxes in candilla plants .

.
. ,
or zgestzons
smo e
.

Smoking · Camels found to have
"BONING UP" puts
extra strain on your
digestion. Camelsllelp
you ease off, by stimulating and promoting
digestion. Camels arc
mil~ smooth. They set
you right. And never
get on your nerves.

. a positive beneficial effed upon Digestion •••
Our modern "eat-and-run"
way of living is hard on digestion. Experiences with indigestion are all too common!
Hence unusual interest attaches to the following fact:
that smoking Camels has been.
found to have a marked beneficial effect in aiding digestive

action. You'll find Camels
milder too; more delicate in
flavor, packed with the rich
enjoyment of choice tobaccos.
Turn to Camels for your digestion's sake ... for the
.greater pleasure to be found
in smoking Camel's costlier
tobaccos. Camels set_you right!

A SENSATION!
Henry Taft Snowdon,
'34, intercollegiate
wresding champion.
Snowdon says:"Smoking Camels after meals
and be tween meals
aids digestion."

OTIS BARTON,
sci en tis t-invento.r,
who dives in the
"bathysphere," says:
"Camels make my
food taste bette.rand
help it to digest...

.. CAMELS HAVE LONG BEEN A FAVORITE

with us here," says Mr. Joe Moss, who presides
over New York's Hollywood Restaurant
(above), where diners flock to enjoy fine food!
~·As I look over the crowd, I see Camels on lots

TUllE Dl ! ... CAMEL CARAVAN
with WALTER O'KEEFE

DEANE JANIS, TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY ~Znd the
CASA LOMA OROIESTRA

Tuesday and Thursday-9 p.m.
E.S.T., 8 p .m. C.S.T., 9:30p.m.
M.S.T., 8:39p.m. P.S.T.-over
WABC-ColumbiaNetwork

of tables. We've found that success .comes
through giving people the best. The fact that
Camel uses cosdier tobaccos and people prefer
Camels shows that they appreciate the same policy in other lines too."

SUBWAY
N EW
This novel car

, · ~~-...~~~~fiiiiii'~
was

built engineers
by HarvardtoUniver,
sity
carry
them through a two and a
half mile subway when
they inspect the pipes
which carry heat to Har,
vard buildings.

iii========!

PITTSBURGH'S DOWNTOWN TRAFFIC
was tied up when Duquesne University's
Monogram Club held its initiation on the city's
busiest street corner.

you'VE HEARD THE STORY many

times, but here's
definite proof that Austin owners must tie their cars to
hitching posts if campus pranksters are. to be foiled. Miss
. Prescott of University of Redlands is the cautious one.

Speed Graph Re-cords
Moreau's Winning Form

l 'he Magic Eye camera blinks eight times and catches Alvin Moreau, ace high hurdler of Louis-iana State University, in eight phases of his running leaps over the barrier. His perfect form is
. recorded with remarkable clarity in this speed graph which starts at the left and finishes at the
right with Moreau completing one complete cycle of his record.-breaking stride.

JOHNSON, a member of Delta
M ARJORIE
Delta Delta, is one of the leadi.'1g women
student journalists on the Ohip State University
campus.

tte, throws
ght 58 feet,
set a new
ecord.

NUCLEUS OF AN ATOM has been weighed
by Yale scientists Ernest Pollard and Charles
Brasefield with this intricate device with which
they completed the feat by bombarding sulphur
with an electric charge of 10,000 volts.

DOROTHY DIS.NEY, niece of
Mickey Mouse's ere,
ator, officiated over
the annual Los An·
geles Junior College
freshman, sophomore
brawl.

AUGUST is the title of the PicTURE oF THE WEEK wmner by G.
Weisman, Harvard University student photographer. Each week
CoLLEGIATE DIGEST features one picture that is the outstanding photo
submitted by students or faculty members, and five dollars is paid the
winner of each week's contest. Send your photos to: Editor, CoL'
LEGIATE DIGEST, P. 0. Box 472, Madison, Wisconsin.

On With the Dance

Virginia Kuning and Darrell
Martin (right) receive the gloves
emblematic of their reign as King
and Queen of Handshakers at the
Coe College Plunkers' Frolic.

Coronation Ball dancers at- the
University of Mississippi had to
wait for Mardi Gras King Dave
Bernard and "Miss Ole Miss"
Rebecca McCormick before they
could begin to dance.

SONGSTRESS Ruth Clair, Rider College student, recently
won a nationwide amateur contest conducted by a New York
radio station. She is shown with the trophy presented to her at
the close of the contest.

WESLEYAN _UNIVE~SITY is the second campus to be featured in the special <?oLLEGIATE
DIGEST senes of aenal photographs of colleges taken by the McLaughlin Aenal Surveys.

triaf offer of interest
to every pipe smoker!
YOU CAN'T LOSE ·
TH! 'atiM'P•

w,

·BY ACCEPTING

CUT' MAICIS
R A. SJ..OW-

THIS OFFER!

BU.NING

"And slow burning," adds
Porte r McKeever, '38,
"means a nice cake in the
bowl. Prince Albert is
smooth, mild, and flavory."

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefula
of ·Prince Albert. If you
don't find it the melloweat,
tutieat pipe tobacco you
ever smoked, return the
pocket tin with the reat of
the tobacco in it to us at any
time within a month from
this date, and we will refund
full purchase price, plus
postage. (Signed) R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winsto~-Salem, North Carolina.

BERT
111E NAnONAL JOY SMOKE

HIS picture would seem to indicate that Betty Ronneau,
TCreighton
University's honorary . cadet colonel, prefers the
cavalry. Miss Ronneau ts an accompJished horsewoman and owns
her own mounts.

"That first tin of
Prince Albert sold
me:• says Paul Mac
Cutcheon, Jr., '36.

JamesCoit, J r., '38,
says: " I've never
smoked anything
asmellowasP.A."

fragrant tobacco
in every 2-oz. tin
of Prince Albert

~

R ~!SEARCH
is the
title of this ~~
usual photo taken by
John Barry for The
Bomb,. Iowa State
College yearbook.

~LEGATES FROM FIVE COLLEGES attended the Amherst College meeting of the scrond
annual New England Intercollegiate Flying Club Conference. The group was formed to
promote interest in flying amom! collegians.

TAP DANCING is the latest ..sporf' to capture the interest of untversttr
women. Rebecca A verill (right) is shown giving instructions to her class at
the University of Kentucky.

CHAMPION Eddie O'Brien of Syracuse {Jniversity finishes the
0 PEED
<5o<Ymeter event in the record time of one minute and 2 r seconds at the

.A. A. U. indoor meet.

EXACTLY I,)OO
packages of gum
are consumed every
day by University of
California at Los An,
geles students. And
here's Tom Dyer
starting Virginia
Corbet on the mara,
thon that would take
963 days if she were
to chew the same
amount used by her
6, 500 classmates m
one·day.

FORDHAM FLASH Bill Giesen is the
outstanding contender in the short
distance events in metropolitan New York
aquatic meets.

,..~CALVIN BARTHOLOMEW demon,

strates the methods he used to win a
recent cooking contest from the women
students at Brigham Young University.

REPUBLICAN BOSS John Landis
2.3~year-old University of Nebraska ·
law student, rules the G. 0. P. activities
in Nebraska these days while former
governor Sam McKelvie winters in the
south. He is also junior president of the
Founders· Day organization in that state.

